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SUMMARY
An essential requirement of cloud computing or data centers is to simultaneously achieve
good performance and high utilization for cost efficiency. High utilization through vir-
tualization and hardware resource sharing is critical for both cloud providers and cloud
consumers to reduce management and infrastructure costs (e.g., energy cost, hardware
cost) and to increase cost-efficiency. Unfortunately, achieving good performance (e.g., low
latency) for web applications at high resource utilization remains an elusive goal. Both
practitioners and researchers have experienced the latency long-tail problem in clouds dur-
ing periods of even moderate utilization (e.g., 50%). In this dissertation, we show that
transient bottlenecks are an important contributing factor to the latency long-tail prob-
lem. Transient bottlenecks are bottlenecks with a short lifespan on the order of tens of
milliseconds. Though short-lived, transient bottleneck can cause a long-tail response time
distribution that spans a spectrum of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, from tens of milliseconds
to tens of seconds, due to the queuing effect propagation and amplification caused by com-
plex inter-tier resource dependencies in the system. Transient bottlenecks can arise from a
wide range of factors at different system layers. For example, we have identified transient
bottlenecks caused by CPU dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) control at the
CPU architecture layer, Java garbage collection (GC) at the system software layer, and
virtual machine (VM) consolidation at the application layer. These factors interact with
naturally bursty workloads from clients, often leading to transient bottlenecks that cause
overall performance degradation even if all the system resources are far from being satu-
rated (e.g., less than 50%). By combining fine-grained monitoring tools and a sophisticated
analytical method to generate and analyze monitoring data, we are able to detect and study




Wide response time fluctuations (latency long tail problem) of large scale distributed ap-
plications at even moderate system utilization levels (e.g., 50%) have been reported both
in industry [32] and academia [47, 49, 78, 84]. Occasionally and without warning, some re-
quests that usually return within a few milliseconds would take several seconds. These very
long response time (VLRT) requests are difficult to study for two major reasons. First,
the VLRT requests only take milliseconds when running by themselves, so the problem is
not with the VLRT requests, but emerges from the interactions among system components.
Second, the statistical average behavior of system components (e.g., average CPU utiliza-
tion over typical measurement intervals such as minutes) shows all system components to
be far from saturation.
My dissertation research shows transient bottlenecks being an important contributing
factor to the latency long tail problem. Transient bottlenecks are bottlenecks with a short
lifespan on the order of tens of milliseconds. Though short-lived, transient bottlenecks
can cause queue overflows that propagate through an n-tier system, resulting in dropped
messages and VLRT requests due to timeout and retransmissions.
Transient bottlenecks can arise from a wide range of factors at different system layers.
For example, we have identified transient bottlenecks caused by CPU dynamic voltage
and frequency scaling (DVFS) control at the architecture layer, soft resource allocation
(e.g., number of threads or database connections) at the software layer, virtual machine
(VM) colocation at the middleware layer, and transaction scheduling at the application
layer. These factors interact with naturally bursty workloads from clients, often leading
to transient bottlenecks that cause overall performance degradation even if all the system
resources are far from being saturated (e.g., less than 60%).
The study of transient bottlenecks has been hampered by several reasons. First, many
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transient bottlenecks are short-lived (on the order of tens of milliseconds). From Sampling
Theory, these transient bottlenecks would not be reliably detectable by typical monitoring
tools that sample at time intervals measured in seconds or minutes. These monitoring tools
incur high overhead at sub-second sampling intervals (about 6% CPU utilization overhead
at 100ms interval and 12% at 20ms interval using Dstat [1]). Second, although our under-
standing of transient bottlenecks has been limited, practical solutions to bypass the VLRT
request problem caused by transient bottlenecks have been described [32]. For example,
applications with read-only semantics (e.g., web search) can use duplicate requests sent to
independent servers and reduce perceived response time by choosing the earliest answer.
These bypass techniques are effective in specific domains, contributing to an increasingly
acute need to improve our understanding of the general causes (transient bottlenecks) for
the VLRT requests. On the practical side, our lack of a detailed understanding of transient
bottlenecks is consistent with the low average overall data center utilization [74] at around
18%, which is a more general way to avoid VLRT requests. The current situation shows
that transient bottlenecks certainly merit further investigation and better understanding,
both as an intellectual challenge and their potential practical impact (e.g., to increase the
overall utilization and return on investment in data centers).
By combining fine-grained monitoring tools (a combination of microsecond resolution
message timestamping and millisecond system resource sampling) and sophisticated analyt-
ical methods to generate and analyze monitoring data, we are able to describe, understand,
and remedy transient bottlenecks in a systematic way.
1.1 Dissertation Statement and Contributions
My dissertation statement is formulated as follows:
Thesis Statement: Systematic and empirical understanding of transient bottlenecks (de-
fined as a transient CPU saturation period on the order of tens of milliseconds) through
fine-grained monitoring can contribute to effectively reducing the latency long tail problem
in n-tier web applications.
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To support my dissertation statement, we make the following concrete contributions:
• Our first contribution is a set of micro-level event analyses of fine-grained
experimental data that link transient bottlenecks with varied causes to
the very long response time (VLRT) requests. Our micro-level event analyses
includes five steps: (1) VLRT requests are detected in an n-tier system with moderate
utilization; (2) at the same time, long request queues are formed in the Apache over-
flowing TCP buffer, causing dropped packets and retransmission after three seconds
(VLRT requests); (3) the long queues in Apache are formed because the downstream
server (Tomcat) became saturated and the corresponding queue soon filled up, causing
Tomcat to block new requests from Apache.(4) long queues in Tomcat servers are cre-
ated by transient bottlenecks, in which the server CPU becomes saturated for a very
short period of time. (5) transient bottlenecks are associate with a specific root cause.
Through extensive measurements of an n-tier application benchmark (RUBBoS [8]),
we have found that transient bottlenecks can arise from varied causes in different sys-
tem layers, including CPU dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) control at
the architecture layer, Java garbage collection (GC) at the system software layer, and
virtual machine (VM) consolidation at the application layer.
• Our second contribution is a novel transient bottleneck detection method,
which detects transient bottlenecks with varied causes and enable our
micro-level event analyses (the first contribution) through the fine-grained
measurement data. Our method uses passive network packet tracing, which moni-
tors the arrival and departure timestamps of each request of each server in the system
at microsecond granularity [80]. This data supports the counting of concurrent re-
quests and completed requests of each server at fine time granularity (e.g., 50ms).
For sufficiently short time intervals, we can use the server request completion rate as
throughput, and concurrent requests as server load, to identify transient performance
bottlenecks (Utilization Law [33]) at time granularity as short as 50ms. Since this
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method is completely independent of specific resource saturation measurements, tran-
sient bottlenecks with varied causes even in different system layers can be detected.
In addition, with the precise arrival and departure timestamps of each request of each
server, we also have the exact knowledge of the occurrence of VLRT requests and
the number of queued requests in each tier (e.g., Tomcat and Apache) at each time
window. Such fine-grained measurement data are essential for our micro-level event
analyses that link transient bottlenecks to the occurrence of VLRT requests (see the
first contribution).
• The third contribution is a systematic discussion of remedies for VLRT
requests caused by transient bottlenecks. We first discuss specific solutions for
two identified causes of transient bottlenecks for VLRT requests, for example, Java
GC was streamlined from JVM 1.5 to 1.6 and the transient bottlenecks caused by
the Dell BIOS-level DVFS controller can be reduced using workload-sensitive adap-
tive control. On the other hand, VLRT requests arise from statistical coincidences
such as VM consolidation (a kind of noisy neighbor problem) and cannot be easily
“fixed” through specific solutions. Using transient bottlenecks, we discuss the limita-
tions of some potential solutions (e.g., making queues deeper through additional soft
resource allocations causes bufferbloat) and describe generic remedies to reduce or
bypass the queue amplification process (e.g., through the separation of short requests
from resource-intensive requests to reduce queuing of short requests).
1.2 Organization of This Dissertation
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 shows concrete experimental
evidence of the latency long-tail problem using a standard n-tier web application benchmark
(RUBBoS [8]) running at high utilization. We found that the latency long-tail problem
is due to some requests, which would normally finish within tens of milliseconds, having
very long response times (VLRT). Chapter 3 describes the micro-level event analyses that
explicitly link various causes to VLRT requests, based on the fine-grained measurement
data collected from different system layers. Chapter 4 shows a generic transient bottleneck
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detection method, which is sensitive enough to detect transient bottlenecks at millisecond
level and with negligible performance overhead for the runtime application. Chapter 5
discusses some specific and general remedies for reducing or avoiding VLRT requests caused
by transient bottlenecks. Chapter 6 summarizes the related work and Chapter 7 concludes
the dissertation and discusses future work.
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CHAPTER II
A EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF LATENCY LONG-TAIL PROBLEM
In this chapter, we show concrete experimental evidence of the latency long-tail problem
using a standard n-tier web application benchmark (RUBBoS [8]) running at high utiliza-
tion. We found that except the bursty workload from clients, the latency long-tail problem
can be caused by some system environmental conditions (e.g., L2 cache miss, JVM garbage
collection, inefficient scheduling policies) that commonly exist in n-tier applications. The
impact of these system environmental conditions can largely amplify the end-to-end re-
sponse time because of the complex resource dependencies in the system. For instance,
a 50ms response time increase in the database tier can be amplified to 500ms end-to-end
response time increase. Our results show that the latency long-tail problem should be taken
into account when designing effective autonomous self-scaling n-tier systems in cloud.
2.1 Introduction
Simultaneously achieving good performance and high resource utilization is an important
goal for production cloud environments. High utilization is essential for high return on
investment for cloud providers and low sharing cost for cloud users [38]. Good performance
is essential for mission-critical applications, e.g., web-facing e-commerce applications with
Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees such as bounded response time. Unfortunately,
simultaneously achieving both objectives for applications that are not embarrassingly par-
allel has remained an elusive goal. Consequently, both practitioners and researchers have
encountered large response time fluctuations (latency long-tail problem) in clouds during
periods of high utilization. A practical consequence of this problem is that enterprise cloud
environments have been reported to have disappointingly low average utilization (e.g., 18%
in [74]).
Using extensive measurements of an n-tier benchmark (RUBBoS [8]), we show concrete
experimental evidence of the latency long-tail problem. The latency long-tail, ranging from
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tens of milliseconds up to tens of seconds, appears when workloads become bursty [55],
as expected of web-facing applications. The discovery of the latency long-tail problem is
important as it will have significant impact on the autonomous performance prediction and
tuning of n-tier application performance, even for moderately bursty workloads. Specifically,
a distinctly bi-modal distribution with two modes (that span a spectrum of 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude) can cause significant distortions on traditional statistical analyses and models
of performance that assume uni-modal distributions.
One of the interesting facts that made this research challenging is that the long queries
(that last several seconds) are not inherently complex in their nature, i.e., they are normal
queries that would finish within tens of milliseconds when run by themselves. Under a
specific (and not-so-rare) set of system environmental conditions, these queries take several
seconds. The detailed analysis to reveal these system environmental conditions in an n-tier
system is non-trivial considering that classical performance analysis techniques that assume
uni-modal distributions are inapplicable. Our approach recorded both application level and
system level metrics (e.g., response time, throughput, CPU, and disk I/O) of each tier
in an n-tier system at fine-grained time granularity (e.g., 100ms). Then we analyzed the
relationship of these metrics among each tier to identify the often shifting and sometimes
mutually dependent bottlenecks. The complexity of this phenomenon is illustrated by
a sensitivity study of soft resource allocation (e.g., number of threads in the web and
application servers and DB connection pool) on system performance and resource utilization.
The first contribution of the chapter is an experimental illustration of the latency long-
tail problem of systems under high resource utilization conditions using the n-tier RUBBoS
benchmark. Due to the large fluctuations, the average system response time is not rep-
resentative of the actual system performance. For instance, when the system is under a
moderately bursty workload and the average utilization of the bottleneck resource (e.g.,
MySQL CPU) is around 90%, the end-to-end response time shows a distinctly bi-modal
distribution (Section 2.2.2).
The second contribution of the chapter is a detailed analysis of several system environ-
mental conditions that cause the latency long-tail problem. For instance, some transient
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events (e.g., CPU overhead caused by L2 cache miss or Java GC, see Section 2.4.1) in the
tier under high resource utilization conditions significantly impact the response time fluc-
tuations of the tier. Then the in-tier response time fluctuations is amplified to the end-to
end response time due to the complex resource dependencies across tiers in the system (Sec-
tion 2.4.2). We also found that the operating system (OS) level “best” scheduling policy in
each individual tier of an n-tier system may not achieve the best overall application level
response time (Section 2.4.3).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 shows the latency long-
tail problem using a concrete example. Section 2.3 illustrates our fine-grained monitoring
analysis. Section 2.4 shows some system environmental conditions for the latency long-tail
problem. Section 2.5 summarizes the related work and Section 2.6 concludes the paper.
2.2 Background and Motivation
2.2.1 Experimental Setup
In our experiments we adopt the RUBBoS n-tier benchmark, based on bulletin board ap-
plications such as Slashdot [8]. RUBBoS has been widely used in numerous research efforts
due to its real production system significance. RUBBoS can be configured as a three-tier
(web server, application server, and database server) or four-tier (addition of clustering mid-
dleware such as C-JDBC [26]) system. The workload generator of this benchmark emulates
a number of users interacting with the web application. Each user has an average 7-second
thinking time between receiving a web page and submitting a new page download request.
The workload includes 24 different interactions such as “register user” or “view story”. The
benchmark includes two kinds of workload modes: browse-only and read/write interaction
mixes. We use browse-only workload for our evaluation.
Mi et al. [55] proposed a bursty workload generator which takes into account the Slashdot
effect, where a web page linked by a popular blog or media site suddenly experiences a huge
increase in web traffic [11]. Unlike the original workload generator which generates a request
rate that follows a Poisson distribution parameterized by a number of emulated clients, the
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(c) 1L/2L/1S/2L sample topology
Figure 1: Details of the experimental setup.
user think time and a slow mode with long user think time. The fast mode simulates the
Slashdot effect where the workload generator generates traffic surges for the system. The
bursty workload generator uses one parameter to characterize the intensity of the traffic
surges: index of dispersion, which is abbreviated as I. The larger the I is, the longer the
duration of the traffic surge. In this chapter, we use both the original workload generator
(with I = 1) and the bursty workload generator (with I = 100, 400, and 1000) to evaluate
the system performance.
The details of the experimental setup is in Figure 1. We carry out the experiments by
allocating a dedicated physical node to each server. A four-digit notation #W/#A/#C/#D
is used to denote the number of web servers, application servers, clustering middleware
servers, and database servers. We have three types of hardware nodes: “L”, “M”, and
“S”, each of which represents a different level of processing power. Figure 1(c) shows
a sample 1L/2L/1S/2L topology. Hardware resource utilization measurements are taken
during the runtime period using collectl [4] at different time granularity. We use Fujitsu
SysViz [2], a prototype tool developed by Fujitsu laboratories, as a system tracing facility
9
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(d) I = 1000; average RT = 0.776s
Figure 2: End-to-end response time distribution of the system in workload 5200 with
different burstiness levels; the average CPU utilization of the bottleneck server is 90% in 10
minutes runtime experiments for all the four cases.
that timestamps all network packets in the monitored system at microsecond granularity.
By recording the precise arrival and departure timestamps of each client request for each
server, we are able to determine precisely the response time and the number of concurrent
requests in each server of the monitored system at fine-grained time windows (e.g., 100ms).
2.2.2 Latency Long-Tail Problem at High Utilization
In this section, we give one example to show that the average of measured performance
metrics may not be representative of the actual system performance perceived by clients
when the system is under high utilization conditions. The results shown here are based on
10-minute runtime experiments of RUBBoS benchmark running in a four-tier system (see
Figure 1(c)) with different burstiness levels of workload.
Figure 2 shows the system response time distribution with four different burstiness levels
of workload. The sum of the value of each bar in a subfigure is the total system throughput.
We note that in all these four cases, the CPU utilization of the bottleneck server (the CJDBC
server) of the system is 90%. This figure shows that the response time distribution in each
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of these four cases has a distinctly bi-modal characteristic; while majority of requests from
clients finish within a few hundreds of milliseconds, a few percentage finish longer than three
seconds. Furthermore, this figure shows the more bursty the workload, the more requests
there will be with response time longer than 3 seconds.





















Figure 3: The percentiles of system response time in workload 5200 with different burstiness
levels.
Latency long-tail problem has significant negative impact on the performance of a system
requiring strict Service Level Agreement (SLA) guarantees such as bounded response time.
Figure 3 shows the 95- and 98-percentiles of the end-to-end response time under different
levels of bursty workload. For the original workload (I = 1) case and the bursty workload
(I = 100) case, the 95th percentile is very low (less than 200ms) while the 98th percentile
is over 3 seconds. As the burstiness level of workload increases, even the 95-percentile’s
response time is beyond 3 seconds, and the 98-percentile’s for bursty workload (I = 1000)
case exceeds 9 seconds. Some web-facing applications have strict response time requirement,
for example, Google requires clients’ requests to be processed within a few hundreds of
milliseconds [32]. Thus, latency long-tail may lead to severe SLA violations though the
average response time is small.
2.3 Fine-Grained Analysis for the Latency Long-Tail Problem
In this section we show the cause of the distinctly bi-modal response time distribution as
introduced in the motivation case through fine-grained analysis. The results here are based










































(a) Average End-to-end RT and TP at each work-
load; (b) and (c) shows the fine-grained mea-














































































(c) Relatively stable RT and TP (average at each
10s).
Figure 4: Analysis of system response time and throughput using both the macro-level
average (see (a)) and micro-level monitoring (see (b) and (c)). (b) shows the large response
time fluctuations of the system at workload 5200 while such fluctuations are masked in (b)
and (c).
generator (I = 1), which is an extension analysis for the case as shown in Figure 2(a).
Figure 4(a) shows the average throughput and response time of the system from workload
5000 to 5800. The response time distribution shown in Figure 2(a) is based on the result of
workload 5200, where the average response time is 0.068s and the average CPU utilization
of CJDBC server is about 90% (see Figure 5(a)). Next, we zoom in the highly aggregated
average of the application/system metrics measured in workload 5200 through fine-grained
analysis.
Figure 4(b) and 4(c) show the average system response time and throughput aggregated
at 100ms and 10s time granularities respectively. Figure 4(b) shows both the system re-
sponse time and throughput present large fluctuations while such fluctuations are highly
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  Zoom in
(a) Bottleneck server CPU usage; (b) and (c)
show the “zoom in” results.
















(b) Large fluctuations of CPU usage (average at
each 100ms).
















(c) Relatively stable CPU usage (average at each
10s).
Figure 5: Analysis of the bottleneck server CPU utilization using both the macro-level
average (see (a)) and micro-level monitoring (see (b) and (c)). (b) shows that CJDBC CPU
has frequent transient CPU saturations while such saturations are masked by the average
value over a long period.
blurred when 10 second time granularity is used (Figure 4(c)). Figure 5(b) and 5(c) show the
similar graphs for the CJDBC (the bottleneck server) CPU utilization. Figure 5(b) shows
the CJDBC CPU frequently reaches 100% utilization if monitored at 100ms granularity
while such CPU saturation disappears if 10s time granularity is used 1.
Figure 6(b) and 6(c) show the number of concurrent requests on the Apache web server
aggregated at 100ms and 10s time granularity in workload 5200. Concurrent requests on
a server refer to the requests that have arrived, but have not departed from the server;
these requests are being processed concurrently by the server due to the multi-threading
architecture adopted by most modern internet server designs (e.g., Apache, Tomcat, and
110 seconds or even longer control interval is frequently used in automatic self-scaling systems [9,50,62,83].
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(a) # of TCP retransmission measured in each
minute. A TCP retransmission forces a client to
backoff at least 3 seconds to resend the dropped
request, leading to the very long response time of
the request.






















(b) Large concurrent request fluctuations in
Apache (average in each 100ms).






















(c) Relatively stable concurrent requests in
Apache (average in each 10s).
Figure 6: Analysis of the requests with very long response time and the number of concur-
rent requests in Apache web tier. Requests with long response time are due to TCP trans-
missions (see (a)), which are caused by the high peaks of concurrent requests in Apache
(see (b)). The high peaks of concurrent requests in Apache is masked using the average
value over a long period (see (c)).
MySQL). We note that the thread pool size we set for the Apache web server in this set of
experiments is 50; considering the underlying operating system has a buffer (TCP backlog,
the default size is 128) for incoming TCP connection requests from clients, the maximum
number of concurrent requests the Apache web server can handle is 178. Once the server
reaches the limit, the new incoming requests will be dropped and TCP retransmission
happens, which causes the long response time perceived by a client 2. Figure 6(b) shows
2TCP retransmission is transparent to clients; the waiting time is three seconds for the first time and is
exponentially increased for the consecutive retransmissions (RFC 2988).
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Table 1: Workload (with different burstiness levels) beyond which more than 1% TCP
retransmission happens.
Burstiness level Threshold WL Bottleneck server CPU util.
I =1 5000 88.1%
I =100 4800 86.3%
I =400 4400 80.4%
I =1000 3800 74.6%
that the concurrent requests, if aggregated at 100ms time granularity, frequently present
high peaks which are close to the limit. Such high peaks cause large number of TCP
retransmissions as shown in Figure 6(a), which counts the number of TCP retransmissions
in every minute during the 10-minute runtime experiment.
2.3.1 Sensitivity Analysis with Different Bursty Workloads
System administrators may want to know under which workload(s) the latency long-tail
problem happen. Table 1 shows the minimum workload (with different burstiness levels)
under which the system has at least 1% requests that encounter TCP retransmissions.
This table shows that both the threshold workload and the corresponding average CPU
utilization of the bottleneck server decrease as the burstiness level of workload increases.
This further justifies that the evaluation of the latency long-tail problem using fine-grained
monitoring is an important and necessary step in autonomic system design.
2.4 System Conditions for the Latency Long-Tail Problem
Understanding the exact causes of latency long-tail problem of an n-tier system under high
utilization conditions is important to efficiently utilize the system resources while achieving
good performance. In this section we will discuss some system environmental conditions
that cause the latency long-tail problem even under the moderately bursty workload from
clients. We note that all the experimental results in this section are based on the original
RUBBoS browse-only workload (I = 1).
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2.4.1 Transient Events
Transient events are events that are pervasive but only happen from time to time in com-
puter systems, such as L2 cache miss, JVM GC, page fault, etc. In this section we will
show two types of transient events, L2 cache miss (the last level cache) and JVM GC, that
cause significant overhead to the bottleneck resource in the system, especially when the
bottleneck tier is in high concurrency of request processing.
2.4.1.1 CPU overhead caused by L2 cache misses
For modern computer architectures, caching effectiveness is one of the key factors for system
performance [29,57]. We found that the number of L2 cache misses of the bottleneck server
in an n-tier system increases nonlinearly as workload increases, especially when the system
is under high utilization conditions. Thus the CPU overhead caused by L2 cache misses
significantly impacts the latency long-tail problem of the system.
The hardware configuration of the experiments in this section is 1L/2L/1M (one Apache
and two Tomcats on the type “L” machine, and one MySQL on the type “M” machine).
Under this configuration, the MySQL server CPU is the bottleneck of the system. We
choose the “M” type machine for MySQL as the corresponding Intel CoreTM2 CPU has
two CPU performance counters which allow us to monitor the L2 cache misses during the
experiment.
Figure 7(a) shows the MySQL CPU utilization as workload increases from 1200 to
4600 at a 200 increment per step. Ideally the MySQL CPU should increase linearly as
workload increases until saturation if there is no CPU overhead. However, this figure clearly
shows that the CPU overhead increases nonlinearly as workload increases, especially in high
workload range. In order to quantify the CPU overhead and simplify our analysis, we make
one assumption here: MySQL has no CPU overhead for request processing from workload
0 to workload 1200 (our starting workload). Under this assumption, we can quantify the
CPU overhead for the following increasing workloads by measuring the distance between
the actual CPU utilization and the ideal CPU utilization. For instance, under workload
4600, the MySQL CPU overhead reaches 45%.
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Figure 7: CPU overhead caused by L2 cache misses.
Table 2: Comparison of MySQL CPU utilization and L2 cache misses between DBconn12
and DBconn2 with 1L/2L/1M configuration; higher concurrency leads to more L2 cache
misses in the bottleneck tier (MySQL).
WL
DBconn12 DBconn2
TP CPU util L2 miss TP CPU util L2 miss
(req/s) (%) (×6000) (req/s) (%) (×6000)
1200 168 13.8 5036 169 13.6 4704
2400 340 34.9 8320 340 34.6 8153
3600 510 61.0 12304 510 60.2 11233
3800 538 66.1 12963 536 64.5 11968
4200 595 76.6 14204 595 74.8 13053
4600 642 99.6 21868 650 86.2 14133
Figure 7(b) shows the correlation between the number of L2 cache misses of MySQL
and the corresponding CPU overhead from workload 1200 to 4600. The CPU overhead is
calculated as shown in Figure 7(a) and the number of L2 cache misses in MySQL is recorded
using the CPU performance counter 3 during the runtime experiments. This figure shows
that the L2 cache misses and the corresponding CPU overhead are almost linearly correlated;
thus higher L2 cache misses indicate higher CPU overhead.
One more interesting phenomenon we found is that the CPU overhead caused by L2
cache misses can be effectively reduced by limiting the concurrency level of request process-
ing in the bottleneck server. Table 2 shows the comparison of CPU utilization and L2 cache
3The CPU performance counter increases by 1 for 6000 L2 cache misses in our environmental settings.
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misses under two different DB connection pool sizes in Tomcat: DBconn12 and DBconn2.
In the current RUBBoS implementation, each Servlet has its own local DB connection pool;
DBconn12 means the DB connection pool size for each Servlet is 12 while DBconn2 means
2. This table shows that although the throughputs of these two cases are similar under
different workloads, the DBconn2 case has less CPU utilization and less L2 cache misses
in MySQL than the DBconn12 case, especially in the high workload range. We note that
the DB connection pools in Tomcat controls the number of active threads in MySQL. In
the DBconn12 case under high workload more concurrent requests are sent to the MySQL
server, thus more concurrently active threads are created in MySQL and contend for the
limited space of L2 cache causing more cache misses and CPU overhead than those in the
DBconn2 case.
2.4.1.2 CPU overhead caused by Java GC
For Java-based servers like Tomcat and CJDBC, the JVM garbage collection process impacts
the system response time fluctuations in two ways: first, the CPU time used by the garbage
collector cannot be used for request processing; second, the JVM uses a synchronous garbage
collector and it waits during the garbage collection period, only starting to process requests
after the garbage collection is finished [5]. This delay significantly lengthens the pending
requests and causes fluctuations in system response time.
Our measurements show that when a Java-based server is highly utilized, the JVM GCs
of the server increase nonlinearly as workload increases. The hardware configuration of the
experiments in this section is 1L/2L/1S/2L (see Figure 1(c)). Under this configuration,
the CJDBC CPU is the bottleneck of the system. We note that the CJDBC server is a
Java-based DB clustering middleware; each time a Tomcat server establishes a connection
to the CJDBC server, which balances the load among the DB servers, a thread is created
by CJDBC to route the SQL query to a DB server.
Table 3 compares the CPU utilization and the total GC time of the CJDBC server during
the runtime experiments between the cases DBconn24 and DBconn2 from workload 3000 to
5600. This table shows that the total GC time for both the two cases increases nonlinearly
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Table 3: Comparison of CJDBC CPU utilization and JVM GC time between DBconn24
and DBconn2 with 1L/2L/1S/2L configuration; higher concurrency leads to longer JVM
GC time in the bottleneck tier (CJDBC).
WL
DBconn24 DBconn2
TP CPU util GC TP CPU util GC
(req/s) (%) (s) (req/s) (%) (s)
3000 428 49.6 0.05 428 49.2 0.05
4000 572 69.0 0.07 571 68.8 0.07
5000 721 86.1 1.06 719 84.8 0.19
5200 738 91.2 1.51 737 87.4 0.37
5400 759 94.3 1.72 767 91.1 0.40
5600 779 98.8 2.15 795 96.6 0.45
as workload increases, especially when the CJDBC CPU approaches saturation. One reason
is that when the CJDBC CPU approaches saturation, the available CPU for GC shrinks;
thus cleaning the same amount of garbage takes longer time than in the non-saturation
situation. Accordingly, the impact of JVM GC on system response time fluctuations is
more significant when CJDBC approaches saturation.
Table 3 also shows that the total GC time of the CJDBC server in the DBconn24 case
is longer than that in the DBconn2 case from workload 5000 to 5600. The reason is similar
to the L2 cache miss case as introduced in Section 2.4.1.1. Compared to the DBconn2 case,
the Tomcat App tier in the DBconn24 case is able to send more concurrent requests to
the CJDBC server under high workload, which in turn creates more concurrent threads for
query routing and consumes more memory. Thus the CJDBC server performs more GCs
for cleaning garbage in memory in the DBconn24 case than that in the DBconn2 case.
2.4.2 Fluctuation Amplification Effect in n-Tier Systems
Unlike some embarrassingly parallel “web indexing” applications using MapReduce and
Hadoop, an n-tier application is unique in its amplification effect among different tiers
due to the complex resource dependencies in the system. For instance, small request rate
fluctuations from clients can be amplified to a bottom tier (e.g., DB tier), which causes
significant response time fluctuation in the bottom tier; on the other hand, response time
fluctuations in the bottom tier can be amplified to the front tiers.
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Figure 8: Amplified request rate flucutation from the web tier to the DB tier with 1L/2L/1L
configuration in WL 3000.
Table 4: Statistic analysis of top-down request rate fluctuation amplification (corresponds
to Figure 8).
Req. Rate (req/0.1s) Web App DB
Mean 42.88 41.12 397.40
Std. Deviation 6.71 6.53 77.70
Coefficient of Variance. 0.16 0.16 0.20
2.4.2.1 Top-down request rate fluctuation amplification
The traffic for an n-tier system is, by nature, bursty [55]. One interesting phenomenon we
found is that the bursty request rate from clients can be amplified to the bottom tier of
the system. Except for the impact of transient events such as JVM GC, the complexity of
inter-tier interactions of an n-tier system contributes most to the amplification effect. For
example, a client’s HTTP request may trigger multiple interactions between the application
server tier and the DB tier to retrieve all the dynamic content to construct the web page
requested by the client (We define the entire process as a client transaction).
Figure 8 shows the approximately instant request rate (aggregate at every 100ms) re-
ceived by the Apache web tier and the MySQL DB tier of a three tier system (1L/2L/1L)
in workload 3000. This figure shows that the request rate fluctuation in the MySQL tier is
significantly larger than that in the Apache web tier. Table 4 shows the statistical analysis
result of the amplification effect corresponding to Figure 8. This table shows three values
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related to the request rate for each tier: mean, standard deviation, and coefficient of varia-
tion (CV) 4. Comparing the mean request rate between the web tier and the DB tier, one
HTTP request can trigger 9.3 database accesses on average, which explains why the instant
DB request rate is much higher than the instant Web request rate; second, the CV of the
request rate in the DB tier (0.20) is larger than that in the web tier (0.16), which shows
the effect of request rate fluctuation amplification from the web tier to the DB tier.
2.4.2.2 Bottom-up response time fluctuation amplification
Due to the top-down request rate fluctuation amplification and also the interference of tran-
sient events, the response time of the bottom tier in an n-tier system naturally fluctuates.
We found that even small response time fluctuations in the bottom tier can be amplified to
the front tiers due to the following two reasons.
First, the complex soft resource dependencies among tiers may cause requests to queue
in front tiers before they reach the bottom tier, which increases the waiting time of trans-
action execution. Soft resources refer to system software components such as threads, TCP
connections, and DB connections [81]. In an n-tier system, every two consecutive tiers in
an n-tier system are connected through soft resources during the long invocation chain of
transaction execution in the system. For example, the Tomcat App tier connects to the
MySQL tier through DB connections. Such connections are usually limited soft resources;
once soft resources in a tier run out, the new requests coming to the tier have to queue in
the tier until they get the released soft resources by other finished requests in the same tier.
We note that for a RPC-style n-tier system, a request in a front tier releases soft resources
(e.g., a processing thread) in the tier until the downstream tiers finish all the processing
for the corresponding transaction. Accordingly, long response times in the bottom tier may
lead to the saturation of soft resources (and thus a large number of queued requests) in
front tiers.
Figure 9(a) shows the approximately instant number of concurrent requests (aggregated
every 100ms) in each tier of a three-tier system (1L/2L/1L, MySQL is the bottleneck tier)
4Coefficient of variation means normalized standard deviation, which is standard deviation divided by
mean.
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Figure 9: Amplified response time fluctuations from the DB tier to the web tier with
1L/2L/1L (DBconn24) configuration in WL 5400.
under workload 5400. This figure shows that when the number of concurrent requests in
MySQL reaches about 90, requests start to queue in the front tiers due to the scarcity of
DB connections in Tomcat. Figure 9(c) shows the approximately instant response time in
each tier. This figure shows that very small response time fluctuations (within 50ms) in
MySQL lead to large response time fluctuations in Tomcat and Apache; the high peaks of
response time in Figure 9(c) match well with the high peaks of queued requests in front tiers
as shown in Figure 9(a). This indicates the waiting time of requests in front tiers largely
contributes to the long response time of transaction execution.
Second, multi-interactions between tiers of an n-tier system amplify the bottom-up
response time fluctuations. In an n-tier system it is natural that some transactions involve
more interactions between different tiers than the other transactions. For example, in the
RUBBoS benchmark, a ViewStory request triggers an average of twelve interactions between
Tomcat and MySQL; a small response time increment in MySQL leads to a largely amplified
response time in Tomcat and thus longer occupation time of soft resources in Tomcat. In
such case, soft resources such as DB connections in Tomcat are more likely to run out,
which leads to longer waiting time of the queued requests in Tomcat.
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Figure 9(b) and 9(d) show the similar graphs as shown in Figure 9(a) and 9(c), but
only for ViewStory transactions. Compared to Figure 9(c), Figure 9(d) shows that the
response time of ViewStory requests in the Apache tier fluctuates more significantly. This
is because ViewStory requests involve more interactions between Tomcat and MySQL than
the average and run out their local DB connections earlier than the other types of requests;
thus new incoming ViewStory requests have to wait longer in the Tomcat App tier (or in
the Apache web tier if the connection resources between Apache and Tomcat also run out).
2.4.3 Mix-Transactions Scheduling in n-Tier Systems
Scheduling polices impacting web server performance have been widely studied [44, 49, 71].
These previous works mainly focus on a single web server and show that the performance
can be dramatically improved via a kernel-level modification by changing the scheduling
policy from the standard FAIR (processor-sharing) scheduling to SJF (shortest-job-first)
scheduling. However, for more complex n-tier systems where a completion of a client trans-
action involves complex interactions among tiers, the best OS level scheduling policy may
increase the overall transaction response time.
The main reason for this is because the operating system of each individual server
in an n-tier system cannot distinguish heavy transactions from light transactions without
application level knowledge. A transaction being heavier than a light transaction can be
caused by the heavy transaction having more interactions between different tiers than the
light one. However, in each individual interaction the processing time of the involved tiers
for a heavy transaction can be even smaller than that for a light transaction. Since the
operating system of a tier can only schedule a job based on the processing time of the
current interaction, applying SJF scheduling policy to the operating system of each tier
may actually delay the application level light transactions.
Figure 10 shows sample interactions between a Tomcat App tier and a MySQL tier
for a ViewStory transaction (heavy) and a StoryOfTheDay transaction (light) specified in
the RUBBoS benchmark. A ViewStory transaction involves multiple interactions between
Tomcat and MySQL (see Figure 10(a)) while a StoryOfTheDay transaction involves only one
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(a) A sample ViewStory (heavy) transaction processing
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(b) A sample StoryOfTheDay (light) transaction processing
Figure 10: ViewStory vs. StoryofTheDay, different interaction pattern between Tomcat
and MySQL.
interaction (see Figure 10(b)). Suppose MySQL is the bottleneck tier. Our measurements
show that a single query from a ViewStory transaction has similar execution time in MySQL
as a query from a StoryOfTheDay transaction. During each interaction, a thread in the
MySQL tier receives a query from Tomcat and returns a response after the query processing,
regardless of which servlet sends the query. From MySQL’s perspective, MySQL cannot
distinguish which transaction is heavy and which transaction is light. Thus either FAIR or
SJF scheduling in the MySQL tier can delay the processing of the light transactions.
We note that once the waiting time of queries from light transactions increases in
MySQL, the total number of queued light requests in upper tiers also increases. Since
each queued request (regardless if entailing heavy or light transactions) in upper tiers occu-
pies soft resources such as threads and connections, soft resources in upper tiers are more
likely to run out under high workload. In this case, the response time fluctuations in a
bottom tier are more likely to amplified to upper tiers (see Section 2.4.2.2).
2.5 Related Work
Autonomic self-scaling n-tier systems based on elastic workload in cloud for both good
performance and resource efficiency has been studied intensively before [50,62,83,86]. The
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main idea of these previous works is to propose adaptive control to manage application
performance in cloud by combining service providers’ SLA specifications (e.g., bounded
response time) and virtual resource utilization thresholds. Based on the average of the
monitored metrics (e.g., response time, CPU) over a period of time (a control interval), the
controller of the system allocates necessary hardware resources to the bottleneck tier of the
system once the target threshold is violated. However, how long a proper control interval
should be is an open question and sometimes difficult to determine. As shown in this paper,
the average of monitored metrics based on inappropriately long control intervals may blur
the large performance fluctuations caused by factors such as bursty workload or JVM GC.
The performance impact of bursty workloads for the target n-tier system has been
studied before. The authors in [24, 55] observed that it is important to consider different
time scales when the system is under bursty workload; though the system CPU utilization
may be low at a coarse time granularity, the CPU utilization fluctuates significantly if
observed at a finer time granularity, and such large fluctuation significantly impacts the
n-tier system response time. Different from the previous works which mainly focus on
bursty workload, we focus more on system aspects such as JVM GC, scheduling policy, and
fluctuation amplification effects in n-tier systems. As shown in this paper, the end-to-end
response time presents large scale fluctuations because of system environmental conditions
even under the moderately bursty workload.
Analytical models have been proposed for performance prediction and capacity plan-
ning of n-tier systems. Chen et al. [28] present a multi-station queuing network model with
regression analysis to translate the service providers’ SLA specifications to lower-level poli-
cies with the purpose of optimizing resource usage of an n-tier system. Thereska et al. [75]
propose a queuing modeling architecture for clustered storage systems which constructs the
model during the system design and continuously refines the model during operation for
better accuracy due to the changes of system. Though these models have been shown to
work well for particular domains, they are constrained by rigid assumptions such as nor-
mal/exponential distributed service times, disregard of some important factors inside the
system which can cause significant fluctuations of both application and system level metrics.
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2.6 Conclusions
We studied the large scale response time fluctuations of n-tier systems in high resource
utilization using the n-tier benchmark RUBBoS. We found that the large scale response
time fluctuations can be caused by some system environmental conditions such as L2 cache
miss, JVM GC, and limitations of OS level scheduling policies in the system, in addition
to the bursty workload from clients. We showed that because of the complex resource
dependencies across tiers, a small response time fluctuation in a bottom tier can be amplified
to front tiers and eventually to clients. To mitigate the large scale response time fluctuations,
we evaluated three heuristics to reduce the latency long-tail problem while still achieving
efficient resource utilization. Our work is an important contribution to design more effective
autonomous self-scaling n-tier systems in cloud to achieve both good performance and
resource efficiency under elastic workloads.
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CHAPTER III
LINKING LATENCY LONG-TAIL TO TRANSIENT BOTTLENECKS
In the previous chapter we showed concrete experimental evidence of the presence of the
latency long-tail problem and discussed several potential causes for the problem. In this
chapter, we explicitly link the latency long-tail problem to the occurrence of transient bot-
tlenecks. Applying micro-level event analysis on fine-grained measurement data from n-tier
application benchmarks, we show that transient bottlenecks (from tens to hundreds of mil-
liseconds) can cause queue overflows that propagate through an n-tier system, resulting
in dropped messages and VLRT requests due to timeout and retransmissions. Our study
shows that even at moderate CPU utilization levels, transient bottlenecks arise from several
system layers, including Java garbage collection, anti-synchrony between workload bursts
and DVFS clock rate adjustments, and statistical workload interferences among co-located
VMs. We further build a simple model to quantify the negative impact of a transient bottle-
neck on system performance. Our simulation results show that we can avoid/mitigate the
large response time variations caused transient bottlenecks by delimiting a safe utilization
level of an n-tier web application.
3.1 Introduction
Wide response time fluctuations (latency long tail problem) of large scale distributed ap-
plications at moderate system utilization levels have been reported both in industry [32]
and academia [47,49,78,84]. Occasionally and without warning, some requests that usually
return within a few milliseconds would take several seconds. These very long response time
(VLRT) requests are difficult to study for two major reasons. First, the VLRT requests
only take milliseconds when running by themselves, so the problem is not with the VLRT
requests, but emerges from the interactions among system components. Second, the sta-
tistical average behavior of system components (e.g., average CPU utilization over typical
measurement intervals such as minutes) shows all of them to be far from saturation.
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Although our understanding of the VLRT requests has been limited, practical solutions
to bypass the VLRT request problem have been described [32]. For example, applications
with read-only semantics (e.g., web search) can use duplicate requests sent to independent
servers and reduce perceived response time by choosing the earliest answer. These bypass
techniques are effective in specific domains, contributing to an increasingly acute need to
improve our understanding of the general causes for the VLRT requests. On the practi-
cal side, our lack of a detailed understanding of VLRT requests is consistent with the low
average overall data center utilization [74] at around 18%, which is a more general way to
avoid VLRT requests (see Section 3.4). The current situation shows that VLRT requests
certainly merit further investigation and better understanding, both as an intellectual chal-
lenge and their potential practical impact (e.g., to increase the overall utilization and return
on investment in data centers).
Using fine-grained monitoring tools (a combination of microsecond resolution message
timestamping and millisecond system resource sampling), we have collected detailed mea-
surement data on an n-tier benchmark (RUBBoS [8]) running in several environments.
Micro-level event analyses show that VLRT requests can have very different causes, in-
cluding CPU dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) control at the architecture
layer, Java garbage collection (GC) at the system software layer, and virtual machine (VM)
consolidation at the VM layer. In addition to the variety of causes, the non-deterministic
nature of VLRT requests makes the events dissimilar at the micro level.
Despite the wide variety of causes for VLRT requests, we show that they can be under-
stood through the concept of transient bottleneck, defined as a very short period of time (on
the order of tens of milliseconds), during which the CPU is saturated. When considered at
the abstraction level of transient bottlenecks, the phenomenon of VLRT requests becomes
reproducible: Even though the actual VLRT requests may not be literally the same ones,
a similar number of VLRT requests arise reliably according to the timeline in experiments.
Consequently, we are able to show concrete evidence that ties convincingly the various
causes mentioned above to VLRT requests. We compare transient bottlenecks to lightning,
since they are very short in duration (tens of milliseconds), but have a long impact on the
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VLRT requests (several seconds).
The first contribution of the chapter is a set of micro-level event analyses of fine-grained
experimental data of the RUBBoS n-tier benchmark in several environments. The initial
steps of the micro-level event analyses are similar: (1) VLRT requests are detected of an
n-tier system with moderate utilization; (2) at the same time, long request queues form in
the Apache overflowing TCP buffer, that causing dropped packets and retransmission after
3 seconds; (3) the long queues in Apache formed because of downstream server (Tomcat)
becoming saturated and incapable of servicing requests because Tomcat has completely
full queues during that time; (4) long queues in Tomcat servers are created by transient
bottlenecks, in which the server CPU becomes saturated for a very short period of time. We
note that even though the transient bottlenecks are very short, the arrival rate of requests
(thousands per second) quickly overwhelm the queues in the servers. The final step (5)
of each micro-level event analysis identifies a specific cause associated with the transient
bottlenecks: Java GC, DVFS, and VM consolidation.
The second contribution of the chapter is a simple generic model of the negative impact
caused by transient bottlenecks in an n-tier web application. As we can see the essential
problem of a transient bottleneck is the temporary resource shortage (e.g., temporary CPU
saturation) during the bottleneck period, causing requests to queue in the bottlenecked
server and potentially in the upper tiers due to inter-tier resource dependencies. Thus a
transient bottleneck can be modeled as a temporary resource shortage causing requests to
queue in the system, regardless of the root cause of the transient bottleneck. We studied
how the duration of a temporary resource shortage impacts the end-to-end response time
of an n-tier system at different utilization levels.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3.2.2 shows the emergence of
VLRT requests at increasing workload and utilization using the Java GC experiments.
Section 3.3 describes the micro-level event analyses that link the varied causes to VLRT
requests. Section 3.4 presents a simple generic model of the negative impact caused by
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(c) 1L/2S/1L/2S sample topology
Figure 11: Details of the experimental setup.
3.2 Background and Motivation
3.2.1 Experimental Setup
We adopt the RUBBoS standard n-tier benchmark, based on bulletin board applications
such as Slashdot [8]. RUBBoS can be configured as a three-tier (web server, application
server, and database server) or four-tier (addition of clustering middleware such as C-
JDBC [26]) system. The workload consists of 24 different web interactions, each of which
is a combination of all processing activities that deliver an entire web page requested by a
client, i.e., generate the main HTML file as well as retrieve embedded objects and perform
related database queries. These interactions aggregate into two kinds of workload modes:
browse-only and read/write mixes. We use browse-only workload in this paper. The closed-
loop workload generator of this benchmark generates a request rate that follows a Poisson
distribution parameterized by a number of emulated clients. Such workload generator has
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a similar design as other standard n-tier benchmarks such as RUBiS, TPC-W, Cloudstone
etc.
We run the RUBBoS benchmark on our virtualized testbed. Figure 11 outlines the
software components, ESXi host and virtual machine (VM) configuration, and a sample
topology used in the experiments. We use a four-digit notation #W/#A/#C/#D to denote
the number of web servers (Apache), application servers, clustering middleware servers (C-
JDBC), and database servers. Figure 11(c) shows a sample 1/2/1/2 topology. Each server
runs on top of one VM. Each ESXi host runs the VMs from the same tier of the application.
The VMs from the same tier are pinned to separate CPU cores to reduce the interferences
among VMs. We always deploy Apache and C-JDBC in type “L” VMs since we want to
avoid bottlenecks in load-balance tiers. Hardware utilization measurements (e.g., CPU) are
taken during the runtime period using Collectl [4] at 50ms granularity.
3.2.2 VLRT Requests at Moderate Utilization
Large response time fluctuations (also known as the latency long tail problem) of large scale
distributed applications happen when very long response time (VLRT) requests arise. VLRT
requests have been reported by industry practitioners [32] and academic researchers [47,49,
78, 84]. These requests are difficult to study, since they happen occasionally and without
warning, often at moderate CPU utilization levels. When running by themselves, the VLRT
requests change back to normal and return within a few milliseconds. Consequently, the
problem does not reside within the VLRT requests, but in the interactions among the system
components.
Since VLRT requests arise from system interactions, usually they are not exactly repro-
ducible at the request level. Instead, they appear when performance data are statistically
aggregated, as their name “latency long tail” indicates. We start our study by showing one
set of such aggregated graphs, using RUBBoS [8], a representative web-facing n-tier system
benchmark modeled after Slashdot. Our experiments use a typical 4-tier configuration, with
1 Apache web server, 2 Tomcat Application Servers, 1 C-JDBC clustering middleware, and









































Figure 12: System throughput increases linearly with the CPU utilization of representative



































Figure 13: System throughput and average response time at increasing workload. The
wide response time fluctuations are not apparent since the average response time is low
(<200ms) before 12000 clients.
When looking at statistical average metrics such as throughput, VLRT requests may not
become apparent immediately. As illustration, Figure 12 shows the throughput and CPU
utilization of RUBBoS experiments for workloads from 1000 to 14000 concurrent clients.
The average CPU utilization of Tomcat and MySQL rise gradually, as expected. The system
throughput grows linearly, since all the system components have yet to reach saturation.
Similarly, the aggregate response time graph (Figure 13) show little change up to 12000
clients. Without looking into the distribution of request response time, one might overlook
the VLRT problems that start at moderate CPU utilization levels.
Although not apparent from Figure 12, the percentage of VLRT requests (defined as




































% of requests > 3s
Figure 14: The percentage of VLRT requests starts to grow rapidly starting from 9000
clients.
starting from 9000 clients as shown in Figure 14. At the workload of 12000 clients, more
than 4% of all requests become VLRT requests, even though the CPU utilization of all
servers is only 80% (Tomcat and MySQL) or much lower (Apache and C-JDBC). The
latency long tail problem can be seen more clearly when we plot the frequency of requests
by their response times in Figure 15 for two representative workloads: 9000 and 12000.
At moderate CPU utilization (about 61% at 9000 clients, Figure 15(a)), VLRT requests
appear as a second cluster after 3 seconds. At moderately high CPU utilization (about 81%
at 12000 clients, Figure 15(b)), we see 3 clusters of VLRT requests after 3, 6, and 9 seconds,
respectively. These VLRT requests add up to 4% as shown in Figure 14.
One of the intriguing (and troublesome) aspects of wide response time fluctuations is
that they start to happen at moderate CPU utilization level (e.g., 61% at 9000 clients). This
observation suggests that the CPU (the critical resource) may be saturated only part of the
time, which is consistent with previous work [78, 80] on transient bottlenecks as potential
causes for the VLRT requests. Complementing a technical problem-oriented description
of transient bottlenecks (Java garbage collection [78] and anti-synchrony from DVFS [80]),
we also show that VLRT requests are associated with a more fundamental phenomenon
(namely, transient bottleneck) that can be described, understood, and remedied in a more


















(a) 9000 clients; the system throughput is 1306 req/s and the

















(b) 12000 clients; the system throughput is 1706 req/s and
the highest average CPU usage among component servers is
81%.
Figure 15: Frequency of requests by their response times at two representative workloads.
The system is at moderate utilization, but the latency long tail problem can be clearly seen.
3.3 VLRT Requests Caused by Transient Bottlenecks
We use a micro-level event analysis to link the causes of transient bottlenecks to VLRT re-
quests. The micro-level event analysis exploits the fine-grained measurement data collected
in RUBBoS experiments. Specifically, all messages exchanged between servers are times-
tamped at microsecond resolution. In addition, system resource utilization (e.g., CPU) is
monitored at short time intervals (e.g., 50ms). The events are shown in a timeline graph,
where the X-axis represents the time elapsed during the experiment at fine-granularity
(50ms units in this section).
3.3.1 VLRT Requests Caused by Java GC
In our first illustrative case study of transient bottlenecks, we will establish the link between



















(a) Number of VLRT requests counted at every 50ms time window.
Such VLRT requests contribute to bi-modal response time distribution
























(b) Frequent queue peaks in Apache during the same 10-second time-
frame as in (a). The queue peaks match well with the occurrence of the
VLRT requests in (a). This arises because Apache drops new incoming
packets when the queued requests exceed the upper limit of the queue,
which is imposed by the server thread pool size (150) and the operating
system TCP stack buffer size (128 by default). Dropped packets lead to
TCP retransmissions (>3s).
Figure 16: VLRT requests (see (a)) caused by queue peaks in Apache (see (b)) when the
system is at workload 9000 clients.
application server tier of the n-tier system. We have chosen Java GC as the first case
because it is deterministic and easier to explain. Although Java GC has been suggested as
a cause of transient events [78], the following explanation is the first detailed description of
data flow and control flow that combine into queue amplification in an n-tier system. This
description is a five-step micro-event timeline analysis of fine-grained monitoring based on a
system tracing facility that timestamps all network packets at microsecond granularity [80].
By recording the precise arrival and departure timestamps of each client request for each





















Tomcat queues Apache queue
(a) Queue peaks in Apache coincide with the queue peaks in Tom-
















Tomcat1 queue Tomcat2 queue
(b) Request queue for each Tomcat server (1 and 2). The sum of




















Tomcat1 CPU Tomcat2 CPU
(c) Transient CPU saturations of a Tomcat server coincide with



















Tomcat1 GC Tomcat2 GC
(d) Episodes of Java GC in a Tomcat server coincide with the
transient CPU saturation of the Tomcat server (see (c)).
Figure 17: Queue peaks in Apache (a) due to transient bottlenecks caused by Java GC in
Tomcat (d).
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In the first step of micro-event analysis (transient events), we use fine-grained moni-
toring data to determine which client requests are taking seconds to finish instead of the
normally expected milliseconds response time. Specifically, we know exactly at what time
these VLRT requests occur. A non-negligible number (up to 50) of such VLRT requests ap-
pear reliably (even though they may not be exactly the same set for different experiments) at
approximately every four seconds as measured from the beginning of each experiment (Fig-
ure 16(a)). The X-axis of Figure 16(a) is a timeline at 50ms intervals, showing the clusters
of VLRT requests are tightly grouped within a very short period of time. Figure 16(a) shows
four peak/clusters of VLRT requests during a 10-second period of a RUBBoS experiment
(workload 9000 clients). Outside of these peaks, all requests return within milliseconds,
consistent with the average CPU utilization among component servers being equal to or
lower than 61%.
In the second step of micro-event analysis (retransmitted requests), we show that dropped
message packets are likely the cause of VLRT requests. To make this connection, we first
determine which events are being queued in each server. In an n-tier system, we say that
a request is waiting in a queue at a given tier when its request packet has arrived and
a response has not been returned to an upstream server or client. This situation is the
n-tier system equivalent of having a program counter entering that server but not yet ex-
ited. Using the same timeframe of Figure 16(a), we plot the request queue length in the
Apache server in Figure 16(b). Figure 16(b) shows five peak/clusters, in which the number
of queued requests in Apache is higher than 150 for that time interval. The upper limit of
the queued requests is slightly less than 300, which is comparable to the sum of thread pool
size (150 threads) plus TCP buffer size of 128. Although there is some data analysis noise
due to the 50ms window size, the number of queued requests in Apache suggests strongly
that some requests may have been dropped, when the thread pool is entirely consumed
(using one thread per incoming request) and then the TCP buffer becomes full. Given the
3-second retransmission timeout for TCP (kernel 2.6.32), we believe the overlapping peaks
of Figure 16(a) (VLRT requests) and Figure 16(b) (queued requests in Apache) make a
convincing case for dropped TCP packets causing the VLRT requests. However, we still
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need to find the source that caused the requests to queue in the Apache server, since Apache
itself is not a bottleneck (none of the Apache resources is a bottleneck).
In the third step of micro-event analysis (queue amplification), we continue the per-server
queue analysis by integrating and comparing the requests queued in Apache Figure 16(b)
with the requests queued in Tomcat. The five major peak/clusters in Figure 17(a) show the
queued requests in both Apache (sharp/tall peaks near the 278 limit) and Tomcat (lower
peaks within the sharp/tall peaks). This near-perfect coincidence of (very regular and very
short) queuing episodes suggests that it is not by chance, but somehow Tomcat may have
contributed to the queued requests in Apache.
Let us consider more generally the situation in n-tier systems where queuing in a
downstream server (e.g., Tomcat) is associated with queuing in the upstream server (e.g.,
Apache). In client/server n-tier systems, a client request is sent downstream for processing,
with a pending thread in the upstream server waiting for the response. If the downstream
server encounters internal processing delays, two things happen. First, the downstream
server’s queue grows. Second, the number of matching and waiting threads in the upstream
server also grows due to the lack of responses from downstream. This phenomenon, which
we call push-back wave, appears in Figure 17(a). The result of the third step in micro-
event analysis is the connection between long queue in Apache to queuing in Tomcat due
to Tomcat saturation.
In the fourth step of micro-event analysis (transient bottlenecks), we will link the Tomcat
queuing with transient bottlenecks in which CPU becomes saturated for a very short time
(tens of milliseconds). The first part of this step is a more detailed analysis of Tomcat
queuing. Specifically, the queued requests in the Tomcat tier (a little higher than 60 in
Figure 17(a)), are the sum of two Tomcat servers. The sum is meaningful since a single
Apache server uses the two Tomcat servers to process the client requests. To study the
transient bottlenecks of CPU, we will consider the request queue for each Tomcat server
(called 1 and 2) separately in Figure 17(b). At about 0.5 seconds in Figure 17(b), we can
see Tomcat2 suddenly growing a queue that contains 50 requests, due to the concurrency
limit of the communication channel between each Apache process and a Tomcat instance
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(AJP [3] connection pool size set to 50).
The second part of the fourth step is a fine-grained sampling (at 50ms intervals) of CPU
utilization of Tomcat, shown in Figure 17(c). We can see that Tomcat2 enters a full (100%)
CPU utilization state, even though it is for a very short period of about 300 milliseconds.
This short period of CPU saturation is the transient bottleneck that caused the Tomcat2
queue in Figure 17(b) and through push-back wave, the Apache queue in Figure 17(a)).
Similar to the Tomcat2 transient bottleneck at 0.5 seconds in Figure 17(b), we can see a
similar Tomcat1 transient bottleneck at 1.5 seconds. Each of these transient bottlenecks is
followed by similar bottlenecks every four seconds during the entire experiment.
The fifth step of the micro-event analysis (root cause) is the linking of transient CPU
bottlenecks to Java GC episodes. Figure 17(d) shows the timeline of Java GC, provided by
the JVM GC logging. We can see that both Tomcat1 and Tomcat2 run Java GC at a regular
time interval of about four seconds. The timeline of both figures shows that the transient
bottlenecks in Figure 17(c) and Java GC episodes happen at the same time throughout the
entire experiment. The experiments were run with JVM 1.5, which is known to consume
significant CPU resources at high priority during GC. This step shows that the Java GC
caused the transient CPU bottlenecks.
In summary, the 5 steps of micro-event analysis show the VLRT requests in Figure 15
are due to transient bottlenecks caused by Java GC:
1. Transient events: VLRT requests are clustered within a very short period of time at
about 4-second intervals throughout the experiment (Figure 16(a)).
2. Retransmitted requests: VLRT requests coincide with long request queues in the
Apache server (Figure 16(b)) that causes dropped packets and TCP retransmission
after 3 seconds.
3. Queue amplification: long queues in Apache are caused by push-back waves from
Tomcat servers, where similar long queues form at the same time (Figure 17(a)).
4. Transient bottlenecks: long queues in Tomcat (Figure 17(b)) are created by transient






































(b) JDK 1.6 case; the number of VLRT requests measured during a
10-second time period.
Figure 18: VLRT requests caused by Java GC can be solved by upgrading JDK from 1.5
to 1.6.
short period of time (about 300 milliseconds).
5. Root cause: The transient bottlenecks coincide exactly with Java GC episodes (Fig-
ure 17(d)).
The transient bottlenecks caused by Java GC can be solved by upgrading the JDK
version in Tomcat from 1.5 to 1.6 (see Figure 18). This is because JDK 1.6 uses a much
more efficient garbage collector and reduces the demands on CPU [5], thus avoiding the
transient bottlenecks due to Java GC. In the following subsections we always use JDK 1.6
in Tomcat and show the transient bottlenecks caused by other factors.
3.3.2 VLRT Requests Caused by Anti-Synchrony from DVFS
The second case of transient bottlenecks was found to be associated with anti-synchrony
between workloads bursts and CPU clock rate adjustments made by dynamic voltage and
frequency scaling (DVFS). By anti-synchrony we mean opposing cycles, e.g., CPU clock
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Table 5: Percentage of VLRT requests and the resource utilization of representative servers
as workload increases in the SpeedStep case.
Workload 6000 8000 10000 12000
requests > 3s 0 0.3% 0.2% 0.7%
Tomcat CPU util. 31% 43% 50% 61%
MySQL CPU util. 44% 56% 65% 78%
rate changed from high to low after idling, but the slow CPU immediately meets a burst
of new requests. Previous work [32, 79] have suggested power saving techniques such as
DVFS being a potential source for VLRT requests. The following micro-event analysis will
explain in detail the queue amplification process that links anti-synchrony to VLRT requests
through transient bottlenecks.
In DVFS experiments, VLRT requests start to appear at 8000 clients (Table 5) and grow
steadily with increasing workload and CPU utilization, up to 0.7% of all requests at 12000
clients with 78% CPU in MySQL. These experiments (similar to [79]) had the same setup
as Java GC experiments in Section 3.3.1, with two modifications. First, the JDK in Tomcat
was upgraded from 1.5 to 1.6 to avoid the transient bottlenecks described in Section 3.3.1
due to Java GC. Second, the DVFS control (default Dell BIOS level) in MySQL is turned
on: Intel Xeon CPU (E5607) supporting nine CPU clock rates, with the slowest (P8, 1.12
GHz) nearly half the speed of the highest (P0, 2.26GHz).
In the first step of micro-event analysis (transient events) for DVFS experiments, we plot
the occurrence of VLRT requests (Figure 19(a)) through the first 10-second of experiment
with workload of 12000 clients. Three tight clusters of VLRT requests appear, showing the
problem happened during a very short period of time. Outside of these tight clusters, all
requests return within a few milliseconds.
In the second step of micro-event analysis (dropped requests), the request queue length
in Apache over the same period of time shows a strong correlation between peaks of Apache
queue (Figure 19(b)) and peaks in VLRT requests (Figure 19(a)). Furthermore, the three
high Apache queue peaks rise to the sum of Apache thread pool size (150) and its TCP










































(b) Frequent queue peaks in Apache during the same 10-second
time period as in (a). Once a queue spike exceeds the concurrency
limit, new incoming packets are dropped and TCP retransmission
occurs, causing the VLRT requests as shown in (a).
Figure 19: VLRT requests (see (a)) caused by queue peaks in Apache (see (b)) when the
system is at workload 12000.
dropped request packets during those peak periods, even though Apache is very far from
saturation (46% utilization).
In the third step of micro-event analysis (queue amplification), we establish the link
between the queuing in Apache with the queuing in downstream servers by comparing the
queue lengths of Apache, Tomcat, and MySQL in Figure 20(a). We can see that peaks
of Apache queue coincide with peaks of queue lengths in Tomcat and MySQL. A plausible
hypothesis is queue amplification that starts in MySQL, propagating to Tomcat, and ending
in Apache. Supporting this hypothesis is the height of queue peaks for each server. MySQL
has 50-request peaks, which is the maximum number of requests sent by Tomcat, with
database connection pool size of 50. Similarly, a Tomcat queue is limited by the AJP
connection pool size in Apache. As MySQL reaches full queue, a push-back wave starts
to fill Tomcat’s queues, which propagates to fill Apache’s queue. When Apache’s queue



















MySQL queues Tomcat queues Apache queue
(a) Queue peaks in Apache coincide with the queue peaks in


















(b) Transient CPU saturation periods of MySQL1 coincide with

































(c) The low CPU clock rate of MySQL1 coincides with the tran-
sient CPU saturation periods, suggesting that the transient CPU
saturation is caused by the delay of CPU adapting from a slow
mode to a faster mode to handle a workload burst.
Figure 20: Queue peaks in Apache (see (a)) due to transient bottlenecks in MySQL caused
by the anti-synchrony between workload bursts and DVFS CPU clock rate adjustments (see
(c)).
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In the fourth step of micro-event analysis (transient bottlenecks), we will link the MySQL
queue to transient bottlenecks with a fine-grained CPU utilization plot of MySQL server
(Figure 20(b)). A careful comparative examination of Figure 20(b) and Figure 20(a) shows
that short periods of full (100%) utilization of MySQL coincide with the same periods where
MySQL reaches peak queue length (the MySQL curve in Figure 20(a)). For simplicity,
Figure 20(b) shows the utilization of one MySQL server, since the other MySQL shows the
same correlation.
The fifth step of the micro-event analysis (root cause) is the linking of transient CPU
bottlenecks to the anti-synchrony between workload bursts and CPU clock rate adjust-
ments. The plot of CPU utilization and clock rate of MySQL server shows that CPU
saturation leads to a rise of clock rate and non-saturation makes the clock rate slow down
(Figure 20(c)). While this is the expected and appropriate behavior of DVFS, a comparison
of Figure 20(a), Figure 20(b), and Figure 20(c) shows that the MySQL queue tends to grow
while clock rate is slow (full utilization), and fast clock rates tend to empty the queue and
lower utilization. Anti-synchrony becomes a measurable issue when the DVFS adjustment
periods (500ms in Dell BIOS) and workload bursts (default setting of RUBBoS) have similar
cycles, causing the CPU to be in the mismatched state (e.g., low CPU clock rate with high
request rate) for a significant fraction of time.
In summary, the 5 steps of micro-event analysis show the VLRT requests in Figure 19(a)
are due to transient bottlenecks caused by the anti-synchrony between workload bursts and
DVFS CPU clock rate adjustments:
1. Transient events: VLRT requests are clustered within a very short period of time
(three times in Figure 19(a)).
2. Retransmitted requests: VLRT requests coincide with periods of long request queues
that form in the Apache server (Figure 19(b)) causing dropped packets and TCP
retransmission.
3. Queue amplification: The long queues in Apache are caused by push-back waves from



















(a) The DVFS ON case; the number of VLRT requests measured during


















(b) The DVFS OFF case; the number of VLRT requests measured dur-
ing a 10-second time period.
Figure 21: VLRT requests caused by anti-synchrony between workload bursts and DVFS
CPU clock rate adjustments can be avoid by turning off DVFS.
4. Transient bottlenecks: The long queue in MySQL (Figure 20(a)) is created by tran-
sient bottlenecks (Figure 20(b)), in which the MySQL CPU becomes saturated for a
short period of time (ranging from 300 milliseconds to slightly over 1 second).
5. Root cause: The transient bottlenecks are caused by the anti-synchrony between
workload bursts and DVFS CPU clock rate adjustments (Figure 20(c)).
The transient bottlenecks caused by anti-synchrony between workload bursts and DVFS
CPU clock rate adjustments can be avoid by turning off DVFS (see Figure 21). This is
because in the DVFS off case MySQL CPU always operates at the maximum CPU clock
rate, thus avoiding the transient bottlenecks due to the anti-synchrony. In the following
subsection we turn off DVFS in all the servers and continue to show transient bottlenecks















MySQL on the same CPU core 
of a physical machine
Figure 22: Consolidation strategy between SysLowBurst and SysHighBurst; the Tomcat2
in SysLowBurst is co-located with MySQL in SysHighBurst.
3.3.3 VLRT Requests Caused by Interferences among Consolidated VMs
The third case of transient bottlenecks was found to be associated with the interferences
among consolidated VMs. VM consolidation is an important strategy for cloud service
providers to share infrastructure costs and increase profit [20, 42]. An illustrative win-win
scenario of consolidation is to co-locate two independent VMs with bursty workloads [54]
that do not overlap, so the shared physical node can serve each one well and increase overall
infrastructure utilization. However, statistically independent workloads tend to have some-
what random bursts, so the bursts from the two VMs sometimes alternate, and sometimes
overlap. The interferences among co-located VMs is also known as the “noisy neighbors”
problem. The following micro-event analysis will explain in detail the queue amplification
process that links the interferences among consolidated VMs to VLRT requests through
transient bottlenecks.
The experiments that study the interferences between two consolidated VMs consist of
two RUBBoS n-tier applications, called SysLowBurst and SysHighBurst (Figure 22). Sys-
LowBurst is very similar to the 1/2/1/2 configuration of previous experiments on Java VM
and DVFS (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2), while SysHighBurst is a simplified 1/1/1 configuration
(one Apache, one Tomcat, and one MySQL). The only shared node runs VMware ESXi,
with the Tomcat in SysLowBurst co-located with MySQL in SysHighBurst on the same
CPU core. All other servers run on dedicated nodes. The experiments use JVM 1.6 and
CPUs with disabled DVFS, to eliminate those two known causes of transient bottlenecks.
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Table 6: Workload of SysLowBurst and SysHighBurst during consolidation. SysLowBurst
is serving 14000 clients with burstiness I = 1 and SysHighBurst is serving 400 clients but
with increasing burstiness levels. As the burstiness of SysHighBurst’s workload increases,
the percentage of VLRT requests in SysLowBurst increases.
#
SysLowBurst SysHighBurst
WL requests Tomcat2- WL Burstiness MySQL-
> 3s CPU (%) level CPU (%)
1 14000 0 74.1 0 Null 0
2 14000 0.1% 74.9 400 I=1 10.2
3 14000 2.7% 74.7 400 I=100 10.6
4 14000 5.0% 75.5 400 I=200 10.5
5 14000 7.5% 75.2 400 I=400 10.8
The experiments evaluate the influence of bursty workloads by using the default RUB-
BoS workload generator (requests generated following a Poisson distribution parameterized
by the number of clients) in SysLowBurst, and observing the influence of increasingly bursty
workload injected by SysHighBurst. The workload generator of SysHighBurst is enhanced
with an additional burstiness control [55], called index of dispersion (abbreviated as I). The
workload burstiness I = 1 is calibrated to be the same as the default RUBBoS setting, and
a larger I generates a burstier workload (for each time window, wider variations of requests
created).
The baseline experiment runs SysLowBurst by itself at a workload of 14000 clients (no
consolidation), with the result of zero VLRT requests (Table 6, line #1). The consolidation
is introduced by SysHighBurst, which has a very modest workload of 400 clients, which
is about 3% of SysLowBurst. However, the modest workload of SysHighBurst has an
increasing burstiness from I = 1 to I = 400, when most of SysHighBurst workload become
batched into short bursts. The lines #2 through #5 of Table 6 shows the increasing number
of VLRT requests as I increases. We now apply the micro-event timeline analysis to confirm
our hypothesis that the VLRT requests are caused by the interferences between the Tomcat2
in SysLowBurst and MySQL in SysHighBurst.
In the first step of micro-event analysis (transient events), we plot the occurrence of the
VLRT requests of SysLowBurst (Figure 23(a)) during a 15-second of experiment when the
consolidated SysHighBurst has I = 100 bursty workload. We can see three tight clusters (at
2, 5, and 12 seconds) and 1 broader cluster (around 9 seconds) of VLRT requests appear,
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showing the problem happened during a relatively short period of time. Outside of these
tight clusters, all requests return within a few milliseconds.
In the second step of micro-event analysis (dropped requests), we found the request
queue in the Apache server of SysLowBurst has grown (Figure 23(b)) at the same time
as the VLRT requests’ peak times (Figure 23(a)). We will consider the two earlier peaks
(at 2 and 5 seconds) first. These peaks (about 278, sum of thread pool size and TCP
buffer size) are similar to the corresponding previous figures (Figure 16(b) and 19(b)),
where requests are dropped due to Apache thread pool being consumed, followed by TCP
buffer overflow. The two later peaks (centered around 9 and 12 seconds) are higher (more
than 400), reflecting the creation of a second Apache process with another set of thread
pools (150). The second process is spawned only when the first thread pool is fully used
for some time. We found that packets get dropped during the higher peak periods for two
reasons: during the initiation period of the second process (using non-trivial CPU resources,
although for a very short time) and after the entire second thread pool has been consumed
in a situation similar to earlier peaks.
In the third step of micro-event analysis (queue amplification), we establish the link
between queues in Apache with queues in downstream servers by comparing the queue
lengths of Apache and Tomcat in Figure 24(a). We can see that the four peaks in Tomcat
coincide with the queue peaks in Apache (reproduced from the previous figure), suggesting
that queues in Tomcat servers have contributed to the growth of queued requests in Apache,
since the response delays would prevent Apache to continue. Specifically, the maximum
number of requests between each Apache process and each Tomcat is the AJP connection
pool size (50 in our experiments). As each Apache process reaches its AJP connection pool
size and TCP buffer filled, newly arrived packets are dropped and retransmitted, creating
VLRT requests.
In the fourth step of micro-event analysis (transient bottlenecks), we will link the Tom-
cat queues with the transient bottlenecks in which CPU becomes saturated for a very short
period (Figure 24(b)). We can see that the periods of CPU saturation in Tomcat of SysLow-
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+ TCP buffer 
Two thread pools 
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(b) Queue peaks in Apache coincide with the occurrence of the clus-
tered VLRT requests (see (a)), suggesting those VLRT requests are
caused by the queue peaks in Apache. Different from Figure 16(b)
and 19(b), the Apache server here is configured to have two pro-
cesses, each of which has its own thread pool. The second process
is spawned only when the first thread pool is fully used. However,
requests still get dropped when the first thread pool and the TCP
buffer are full (at time marker 2 and 5).
Figure 23: VLRT requests (see (a)) caused by queue peaks in Apache (see (b)) in SysLow-
Burst when the consolidated SysHighBurst is at I = 100 bursty workload.
that the queue peaks in Tomcat are caused by the transient CPU bottlenecks.
The fifth step of the micro-event analysis (root cause) is the linking of transient CPU
bottlenecks to the performance interferences between consolidated VMs. This is illustrated
in Figure 24(c), which shows the Tomcat2 CPU utilization in SysLowBurst (reproduced from
Figure 24(b)) and the MySQL request rate generated by SysHighBurst. We can see a clear
overlap between the Tomcat CPU saturation periods (at 2, 5, 7-9, and 12 seconds) and the
MySQL request rate jumps due to high workload bursts. The overlap indicates the transient
bottlenecks in Tomcat are indeed associated with workload bursts in SysHighBurst, which
created a competition for CPU in the shared node, leading to CPU saturation and queue
amplification.




















Tomcat queues Apache queue
(a) Queue peaks in Apache coincide with the queue peaks in Tom-



















(b) Transient saturation periods of SysLowBurst-Tomcat2 CPU co-




































(c) The workload bursts for SysHighBurst coincide with the tran-
sient CPU saturation periods of SysLowBurst-Tomcat2, indicating
severe performance interferences between consolidated VMs.
Figure 24: Transient bottlenecks caused by the interferences among consolidated VMs lead




















(a) SysLowBurst with consolidation; the number of VLRT requests


















(b) SysLowBurst without consolidation; the number of VLRT requests
measured during a 15-second time period.
Figure 25: SysLowBurst at workload 14000 has not VLRT requests without VM consoli-
dation.
are due to transient bottlenecks caused by the interferences among consolidated VMs:
1. Transient events: VLRT requests are clustered within a very short period of time (4
times in Figure 23(a)).
2. Retransmitted requests: The VLRT requests correspond to periods of similar short
duration, in which long request queues form in Apache server (Figure 23(b)), causing
dropped packets and TCP retransmission after 3 seconds.
3. Queue amplification: The long queues in Apache are caused by push-back waves from
Tomcat, where similar long queues form at the same time (Figure 24(a)).
4. Transient bottlenecks: The long queues in Tomcat (Figure 24(a)) are created by
transient bottlenecks (Figure 24(b)), in which the Tomcat CPU becomes saturated
for a short period of time.
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5. Root cause: The transient bottlenecks are caused by the interferences among consol-
idated VMs (Figure 24(c)).
We note that without VM consolidation, SysLowBurst at workload 14000 has not VLRT
requests as shown in Figure 25. This means that a simple way to to avoid transient bottle-
necks due to VM consolidation is through VM migration and disabling the VM consolida-
tion. This solution may not be preferred in shared cloud environment, a more sophisticated
solution is one of our future research.
3.4 Modeling of Transient Bottlenecks Using “Temporary Resource Short-
age”
So far we have introduced the transient bottlenecks caused by different factors from different
system layers, which lead to the latency long-tail problem. As we can see that the essential
problem of a transient bottleneck, regardless of the cause, is the temporary resource shortage
(e.g., temporary CPU shortage) during the bottleneck period, which causes requests to
queue in the bottlenecked server and potentially in the upper tiers due to the push-back
waves. Thus a natural question comes after this observation: what exactly is the relationship
between the duration of a temporary resource shortage and its negative impact on the end-to-
end response time variations? This is an important question since the temporary resource
shortage caused by a transient bottleneck is usually at the time scale of tens to few hundreds
of milliseconds, which is apparently too short for application level measurements (often
done at periods of multiple seconds) not to be taken into consideration when measuring
application level performance. In this section, we discuss a simple model to quantify the
negative impact of transient bottlenecks on the end-to-end response time.
3.4.1 Simuluation Setup
We use an open source queuing network simulator JMT [22] which simulates a real 3-tier
experimental configuration as shown in Figure 26. To simplify the analysis we choose four
representative types of requests, T1, T2, T3, and T4 to constitute the simulation workload.
T1 requests only reaches the Apache server tier and return back to the clients. This type
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Figure 26: Simulation setup for sensitivity analysis
reach the Tomcat tier and return back. Such type of requests only need simple calculation in
the application server tier. T3 and T4 requests will reach MySQL since they need dynamic
content from database. To make the simulation results comparable to the real experimental
results, the service time and the percentage of each type of requests are parameterized based
on the real RUBBoS experimental measurements. The queue size of Apache, Tomcat, and
MySQL in simulation is set to be 400, 200, 60, which are derived from the real experimental
configurations to simulate the concurrency limit caused by soft resource pool size (e.g.,
connection/thread pool size).
3.4.2 Algorithmic Calculation of Negative Impact of Temporary Resource Short-
age
The study of the negative impact is based on a simple 3-tier application model using the
detailed simulator. We use the term queued requests to denote the negative impact of a
temporary resource shortage on an n-tier application performance. This is because (1) the
number of queued requests has a strong correlation with the end-to-end system response
time; (2) the number of queued requests is a direct way to show the push-back waves
between consecutive tiers in the system. The negative impact in each time window can be
calculated as follows:
1. Queue req = Required work −Work done
2. Required work = legacy queue req + incoming req
3. Work done = Throughput * time window
In the above definitionQueue req is the difference betweenRequired work andWork done.
Since Required work mainly depends on the application-level workload (incoming req), a
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temporary resource shortage impacts Queue req mainly by changing the Work done. In
fact a temporary resource shortage impacts Work done of a server not only by the duration
of the resource shortage, but also by the intensity of the resource shortage. For example,
given the same duration of a resource shortage, the resource shortage caused by JVM GC is
more severe than that caused by the delay of CPU DVFS adaption. This is because during
a JVM GC period, the CPU resource is 100% utilized for cleaning garbage in memory; the
Work done (for request processing) is nearly zero. On the other hand, during the delay
period of CPU DVFS adaption, the Work done is at least half of the maximum since the
CPU frequency of the slowest P8-state is about half of the fastest P0-state. So the worst
case of a temporary resource shortage should be of long duration and high intensity.
In the simulator, we calculate Queue req in each time window by the following steps:
• For each task being launched, increase the Required work counter by one.
• For every task completed, increase Work done counter by one.
• For every time window, subtract the Work done from Required work.
• The remaining of Required work is the legacy queue req for the near future.
This algorithm reflects the observation that Queue req in each time window is accu-
mulated among consecutive time windows. Given this algorithm, we are able to quantify
the negative impact of a temporary resource shortage on system performance, which is
necessary for the sensitivity analysis in the next section.
3.4.3 Impact of the Duration of Temporary Resource Shortage
In this section we analyze the magnitude of queued requests in the entire system as a
function of the duration of a resource shortage using the detailed simulator. For simplicity,
we assume the resource shortage here means complete resource unavailability during the
period (similar to the JVM GC case). We found that even if the duration of a resource
shortage is as short as 80ms, it can cause over 500 queued requests in the front tier of the
system due to push-back waves, which may far exceed the concurrency limit of a real system
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(a) The drop of MySQL CPU frequency indicates short-term CPU





































Apache queue Tomcat queue MySQL queue
(b) Due to CPU resource shortage (Figure 27(a)), the queues in
MySQL fill up during the transient bottleneck, causing the MySQL
to block new requests. This “push-back” forces the requests to
queue up in the upstream Tomcat and Apache.
Figure 27: Simulation analysis of transient bottlenecks in MySQL causing high queue in
Tomcat and Apache. The transient bottlenecks are caused by the short-term CPU resource
shortage in MySQL (Figure 27(a)).
We use the detailed simulator (See Appendix 3.4.1) to study the negative impact of
the duration of a temporary resource shortage on a real 3-tier RUBBoS experimental con-
figuration as shown in Figure 26. To clearly illustrate the push-back waves, we make the
temporary resource shortage appear at the bottom most MySQL tier.
Figure 27 shows the simulation analysis of transient bottlenecks caused by temporary
CPU shortage in MySQL. Figure 27(a) shows that the drops of MySQL CPU frequency from
the maximum to zero matches the drops of MySQL throughput, which indicates temporary
CPU resource shortage (e.g., the period between time marker 10.3 and 10.4). Figure 27(b)
shows that the temporary CPU shortage soon pushes requests to queue in MySQL and
upper tiers to high peaks (about 500) due to the push-back waves from MySQL to Apache.
High peaks of queued requests in Apache lead to peak system response time and he requests


































Apache queue System response time
(a) Apache queuing causes the average system response time to


































Apache queue Requests > 3s
(b) Apache queue and the number of requests with long response
time
Figure 28: Illustration of high queue in Apache causing long system response time.
The simulation results above confirm our previous three case studies where temporary
resource shortage caused by transient bottlenecks, regardless of the root cause, leads to
large response time variations.
Figure 29 further shows the impact of the duration of CPU shortage on the number of
queued requests in the 3-tier system at three different CPU utilization levels of MySQL.
Different utilization levels of MySQL is due to the different workload intensity for MySQL,
which is an important factor for the negative impact of a temporary resource shortage based
on our negative impact definition in the previous subsection. All these three subfigures
show that longer CPU shortage causes higher number of queued requests in the system as
expected. Specially, Figure 29(a) shows even if the CPU shortage is as short as 80ms, it
causes over 500 requests to queue in the system. The horizontal line in this figure shows the
concurrency limit of our real experimental configuration of the 3-tier RUBBoS benchmark.
Thus Figure 29(a) shows that even a short duration of CPU shortage can cause high peak of
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(c) Average MySQL CPU utilization at 40%.
Figure 29: Simulation analysis of the impact of the duration of a transient bottleneck
in MySQL on the total number of queued requests in the system when the system is at
different utilization levels. The red dashed line in each sub-figure indicates the concurrency
limit (400) of Apache. These three sub-figures show that as the duration of a transient
bottleneck becomes longer and the system utilization becomes higher, the negative impact
of the transient bottleneck becomes much larger.
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TCP retransmissions and requests with long response times. Figure 29(b) and 29(c) show
that as the resource utilization of the system becomes lower, the negative impact of a
transient resource shortage decreases due to less number of incoming requests arrives into
the system.
Overall, the analysis in this section shows that in order to mitigate the negative impact
of transient bottlenecks, we need to run an n-tier web application at appropriate utilization
by delimiting a safe workload region for the application. How to derive the safe workload
region using an analytical way given the configuration of an n-tier application is one of our
future research.
3.5 Related Work
Latency has received increasing attention in the evaluation of quality of service provided
by computing clouds and data centers [15, 64, 69, 78, 80]. Specifically, the long-tail latency
is of particular concern for mission-critical web-facing applications [13, 14, 32, 49, 84]. On
the solution side, Dean et al. [32] described their efforts to mitigate tail latency in Google’s
interactive applications. These bypass techniques are effective in specific applications or
domains, contributing to an increasingly acute need to improve our understanding of the
general causes for the VLRT requests.
Aggregated statistical analyses over fine-grained monitored data have been used to infer
the appearance and causes of long-tail latency [31, 49, 80]. Li et al. [49] measure and com-
pare the changes of latency distributions to study hardware, OS, and concurrency-model
induced causes of tail latency in typical web servers executing on multi-core machines. Wang
et al. [80] propose a fine-grained correlation analysis between a server’s throughput and con-
current jobs in the server to infer the server’s real-time performance state. Cohen [31] use
a class of probabilistic models to correlate system-level metrics and threshold values with
high-level performance states. Our work leverages the fine-grain data, but we go further in
using micro-level timeline event analysis to link the various causes to VLRT requests.
Our work makes heavy use of data from fine-grained monitoring and profiling tools [4,7].
Related techniques have been proposed to help detect a performance problem and identify
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symptoms associated with the problem [23,25,49,65,68]. For example, Collectl [4] provides
the ability to monitor a broad set of system level metrics such as CPU and I/O operations
at millisecond-level granularity. Chopstix [23] continuously collects profiles of low-level OS
events (e.g., scheduling, L2 cache misses, page allocation, locking) at the granularity of
executables, procedures and instruction. Li et al. [49] propose a fine-grained timestamping
technique to measure how much time a request spends in different parts of the server OS.
We use these tools when applicable.
Techniques based on end-to-end request-flow tracing have been proposed for performance
anomaly diagnosis [12,16,27,36,67,70], but usually for more stable and longer phenomena.
X-ray [16] instruments binaries as applications execute and uses dynamic information flow
tracking to estimate the likelihood that a block was executed due to each potential root
cause for the performance anomaly. Fay [36] provides dynamic tracing through use of run-
time instrumentation and distributed aggregation within machines and across clusters for
windows platform. Aguilera et al. [12] infer causal paths between component servers in
a distributed system and attribute delays to specific nodes. Pip [67] detects anomalous
requests by comparing request-flows from actual behaviors with developer-expected behav-
iors. Spectroscope [70] is similar to Pip, but Spectroscope compares request-flows between
“problem” periods and “non-problem” periods for identifying anomalous requests.
3.6 Conclusion
Applying a micro-level event analysis on extensive experimental data collected from fine-
grain monitoring of n-tier application benchmarks, we demonstrate that the latency long
tail problem can have several causes at three system layers. Specifically, very long response
time (VLRT) requests may arise from CPU DVFS control at the architecture layer (Sec-
tion 3.3.2), Java garbage collection at the system software layer (Section 3.3.1), and inter-
ferences among virtual machines (VM) in VM consolidation at the VM layer (Section 3.3.3).
Despite their different origins, these phenomena can be modeled and described as transient
bottlenecks, very short periods of time (tens to hundreds of milliseconds) in which the CPU
is saturated. The micro-level event analysis shows the VLRT requests are coincidental to
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transient bottlenecks in various servers, which in turn amplify queuing in upstream servers,
quickly leading to TCP buffer overflow and request retransmission, causing VLRT requests
of several seconds.
We further build a simple model to quantify the negative impact of a transient bot-
tleneck on system performance (Section 3.4). Our simulation results show that we can
avoid/mitigate the large response time variations caused transient bottlenecks by delimit-
ing a safe utilization level of an n-tier web application. However, finding the safe utilization
level of an n-tier web application is non-trivial because it depends on many factors such as
hardware/software configurations, workload characteristics, and also the system state. We
believe that our study of transient bottlenecks uncovered only the “tip of iceberg” and the
search for effective remedies for transient bottlenecks has only just begun.
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CHAPTER IV
A GENERIC TRANSIENT BOTTLENECKS DETECTION METHOD
In Chapter 2 and 3 we showed concrete experimental evidence of the presence of the latency
long-tail problem and explicitly linked transient bottlenecks as an important contributing
factor to the problem. However, given no a priori knowledge of the transient bottlenecks,
how to identify the location of transient bottlenecks is a significant challenge when scaling
n-tier applications in computing clouds. As we have showed that transient bottlenecks
arise frequently at high resource utilization and often result from transient events (e.g.,
JVM garbage collection) in an n-tier system and bursty workloads. Because of their short
lifespan (e.g., milliseconds), these transient bottlenecks are difficult to detect using current
system monitoring tools with sampling at intervals of seconds or minutes.
In this chapter, we describe a novel transient bottleneck detection method that correlates
throughput (i.e., request service rate) and load (i.e., number of concurrent requests) of
each server in an n-tier system at fine time granularity. Both throughput and load can
be measured through passive network tracing at millisecond-level time granularity. Using
correlation analysis, we can identify the transient bottlenecks at time granularities as short
as 50ms. We validate our method experimentally through two case studies on transient
bottlenecks caused by factors at the system software layer (e.g., JVM garbage collection)
and architecture layer (e.g., Intel SpeedStep).
4.1 Introduction
Achieving both good performance and high resource utilization is an important goal for
enterprise cloud environments. High utilization is essential for high return on investment
for cloud providers and low sharing cost for cloud users. Good performance is essential for
mission-critical applications (e.g., web-facing e-commerce applications) with Service Level
Agreement (SLA) guarantees such as bounded response time. Unfortunately, achieving
both objectives for mission-critical applications has remained an elusive goal. Concretely,
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both practitioners and researchers have experienced wide-range response time variations in
clouds during periods of high utilization. A practical consequence is that enterprise cloud
environments have adopted conservative (low) average utilization (e.g., 18% in [74]).
In this paper, we describe clear experimental evidence that shows transient bottlenecks
being an important contributing factor to the wide response time variations. Using exten-
sive measurements of an n-tier benchmark (RUBBoS [8]), we demonstrate the presence of
transient bottlenecks with a short lifespan on the order of tens of milliseconds. Transient
bottlenecks can arise from several factors at different system layers such as Java Virtual
machine garbage collection (JVM GC) at the software layer and Intel SpeedStep at the
architecture layer. These factors interact with normal bursty workloads [54] from clients,
often leading to transient bottlenecks that cause overall performance degradation. The dis-
covery of these transient bottlenecks is important as they will cause wide-range response
time variations and limit the overall system performance while all the system resources
are less than 100% utilized. Specifically, we have found that frequent transient bottlenecks
can cause a long-tail response time distribution that spans a spectrum of 2 to 3 orders of
magnitude, which can lead to severe violations of strict Service Level Agreements (SLAs)
required by web-facing e-commerce applications (see Section 4.2.2).
The study of transient bottlenecks has been hampered due to many transient bottlenecks
being short-lived (on the order of tens of milliseconds). From Sampling Theory, these
transient bottlenecks would not be detectable by normal monitoring tools that sample at
time intervals measured in seconds or minutes. These monitoring tools incur very high
overhead at sub-second sampling intervals (about 6% CPU utilization overhead at 100ms
interval and 12% at 20ms interval). By combining fine-grained monitoring tools and a
sophisticated analytical method to generate and analyze monitoring data, we are able to
find and study transient bottlenecks.
The first contribution of this paper is a novel transient bottleneck detection method,
which is sensitive enough to detect transient bottlenecks at millisecond level. Our method
uses passive network packet tracing, which monitors the arrival and departure time of each
request of each server at microsecond granularity with negligible impact on the servers.
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This data supports the counting of concurrent requests and completed requests at fine time
granularity (e.g., 50ms). For sufficiently short time intervals, we can use the server request
completion rate as throughput, and concurrent requests as server load, to identify transient
performance bottlenecks (Utilization Law [34]) at time granularity as short as 50ms (See
Section 4.3).
The second contribution of the paper is a detailed study of various system factors that
cause the transient bottlenecks in the system. In this paper we focus on two representative
factors: one at the system software layer and the other at the architecture layer. At the
system software layer, JVM garbage collections in a Java-based server happen frequently
especially when the server is at high resource utilization and cause frequent transient bot-
tlenecks for the server (see Section 4.4.1). At the architecture layer, the Intel SpeedStep
technology unintentionally creates frequent transient bottlenecks due to the mismatch be-
tween the current CPU clock speed and the bursty real-time workload on the server (See
Section 4.4.3).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 4.2 shows the wide-range response
time variations using a concrete example. Section 4.3 introduce our transient bottleneck
detection method. Section 4.4 shows two case studies of applying our method to transient
bottlenecks. Section 4.5 summarizes the related work and Section 4.6 concludes the paper.
4.2 Background and Motivation
4.2.1 Experimental Setup
We adopt the RUBBoS standard n-tier benchmark, based on bulletin board applications
such as Slashdot [8]. RUBBoS can be configured as a three-tier (web server, application
server, and database server) or four-tier (addition of clustering middleware such as C-
JDBC [26]) system. The workload consists of 24 different interactions. The benchmark
includes two kinds of workload modes: browse-only and read/write mixes. We use browse-
only workload in this paper.
We run the RUBBoS benchmark on our virtualized testbed. Figure 30 outlines the









System monitor esxtop 5.0, Sysstat 10.0.0
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(c) 1L/2S/1L/2S sample topology
Figure 30: Details of the experimental setup.
topology used in the experiments. We use a four-digit notation #W/#A/#C/#D to denote
the number of web servers, application servers, clustering middleware servers, and database
servers. Each server runs on top of one VM. We have two types of VMs: “L” and “S”,
each of which represents a different size of processing power. Figure 30(c) shows a sample
1L/2S/1L/2S topology. The VMs from the same tier of the application run in the same
ESXi host. Each VM from the same tier is pinned to separate CPU cores to minimize
the interference between VMs. Hardware resource utilization measurements (e.g., CPU)
are taken during the runtime period using Sysstat at one second granularity and VMware






































(a) Average end-to-end response time and
throughput at each workload
(b) Percentage of requests with response time
over two seconds at each workload





















(c) Long-tail and bi-modal end-to-end response
time distribution at WL 8,000
Figure 31: A case where the system response time shows wide-range variation far before the
system reaches the maximum throughput. Figure 31(c) shows the long-tail and bi-modal
end-to-end response time distribution at WL 8,000, which indicates the unstable system
performance.
4.2.2 Why Are Transient Bottlenecks a Problem?
We use an example where the response time of an n-tier system presents wide-range vari-
ations while the system is far from saturation. The example was derived from a three-
minute experiment of RUBBoS running on a four-tier configuration (1L/2S/1L/2S, see
Figure 30(c)).
Figure 31(a) shows the system throughput increases linearly from a workload of 1,000
concurrent users to 11,000, but after 11,000, the throughput becomes flat and the average
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Figure 32: Tomcat and MySQL CPU utilization at WL 8,000; the average is 79.9% and
78.1% respectively.
response time increases dramatically. The interesting observation is that before the through-
put reaches the maximum, for example, from WL 6,000 to 11,000, the average response time
already starts increasing. In particular, Figure 31(b) shows that the percentage of requests
with response time over 2s starts increasing after WL 6,000, which means that the system
performance starts deteriorating far before the system reaches the maximum throughput.
Figure 31(c) further shows the response time distribution of the system at WL 8,000, which
presents a clear long-tail and bi-modal distribution. In real business situations, there are of-
ten cases when web-facing applications have strict service level agreements (SLAs) in terms
of end-to-end response time; for example, experiments at Amazon show that every 100ms
increase in the page load decreases sales by 1% [48]. In such cases, wide-range variations in
response time can lead to severe SLA violations.
In order to diagnose the causes for the wide-range response time variations, we measured
the utilization of various resources in each component server of the system. Since the
browse-only workload of RUBBoS is CPU intensive, we show the timeline graphs (with
one second granularity) of CPU utilization in Figure 32. During the execution of the WL
8,000, both Tomcat and MySQL show less than full CPU utilization, with an average of
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Table 7: Average resource utilization in each tier at WL 8,000. Except Tomcat and MySQL
CPU, the other system resources are far from saturation.
Server/Resource
CPU util. Disk I/O Network receive/send
(%) (%) (MB/s)
Apache 34.6 0.1 14.3/24.1
Tomcat 79.9 0.0 3.8/6.5
CJDBC 26.7 0.1 6.3/7.9
MySQL 78.1 0.1 0.5/2.8
79.9% (Tomcat) and 78.1% (MySQL). We also summarize the average usage of other main
hardware resources of each server in Table 7. This table shows that except for Tomcat and
MySQL CPU, the other system resources are far from saturation.
This example shows that monitoring hardware resource utilization at one second gran-
ularity is insufficient at identifying the cause of wide-range response time variations, since
there is no single saturated resource. Later in Section 4.4.3 we explain that the problem is
due to the frequent transient bottlenecks unintentionally caused by Intel SpeedStep tech-
nology in MySQL. SpeedStep is designed to adjust CPU clock speed to meet instantaneous
performance needs while minimizing the power consumption of CPUs; however, the Dell’s
BIOS-level SpeedStep control algorithm is unable to adjust the CPU clock speed quickly
enough to match the bursty real-time workload; the mismatch between CPU clock speed and
real-time workload causes frequent transient bottlenecks in MySQL and leads to wide-range
variations of system response time 1.
4.2.3 Trace Monitoring Tool
The previous example shows the necessity of detecting transient bottlenecks in the system.
Our approach is based on passive network tracing, which can mitigate the monitoring
overhead while achieve high precision of detecting transient bottlenecks in the system. In
this section, we introduce our monitoring tool, which we use in our transient bottleneck
detection method presented in the next section.
1Transient bottlenecks cause instantaneous high concurrency in an n-tier system; once the concurrency
exceeds the thread limit in the web tier of the system, new incoming requests will encounter TCP retrans-






















Figure 33: Illustration of a transaction execution trace captured by SysViz.
We use Fujitsu SysViz [2] to monitor the trace of transaction executions in our experi-
ments. Figure 33 shows an example of such a trace (numbered arrows) of a client transaction
execution in a three-tier system. A client transaction services an entire web page requested
by a client and may consist of multiple interactions between different tiers. SysViz is able to
reconstruct the entire trace of each transaction executed in the system based on the interac-
tion messages (odd-numbered arrows) collected through network taps or network switches
which support passive network tracing. Since the timestamp of each interaction message
is recorded on one dedicated SysViz machine and independent of clock errors caused by
limited accuracy of NTP, the intra-node delay (small boxes with even-numbered arrows) of
every request in any server in the system can be precisely recorded.
SysViz processing is based on four steps. (1) Collect all IP packets going through the
n-tier system by using port mirroring function of network switches and forward them to
a dedicated SysViz server. (2) The SysViz server translates the IP packets to protocol
messages (e.g., HTTP and AJP) exchanged between tiers. (3) The SysViz server extracts
some identification data from each protocol message (e.g., URL of an HTTP request with
some CGI parameters, which are used to parameterize the SQL query of a DB request) in
order to prepare the transaction trace reconstruction. (4) This step has two different modes:
the training mode and the analysis mode. In the training mode, SysViz learns transaction
models of the n-tier application by applying machine learning techniques on the collected
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protocol messages. In the analysis mode, SysViz reconstructs the trace of each transaction
of the n-tier application using the meta-information of each protocol message with precise
timestamps, the learned transaction models, and a set of transaction matching algorithms.
SysViz requires no modification on application source code and has a negligible per-
formance impact on the target n-tier application. We note that since the timestamps of
all messages are assigned by one dedicated SysViz server, the precision of the derived pro-
cessing time of each request in any tier in the system is close to microsecond level. Thus,
the influence of clock errors between machines caused by limited accuracy of NTP can be
removed.
In fact the end-to-end transaction tracing has been studied for many years and there are
mainly two classes of implementations: annotation-based and black box. Most annotation-
based implementations [19] [27] [37] [72] rely on applications or middleware to explicitly
associate each interaction message with a global identifier that stitches the messages within a
transaction together. Black-box solutions [12] [18] assume there is no additional information
other than the interaction messages, and use statistical regression analysis to reconstruct
each transaction execution trace. SysViz belongs to the black-box class. Experiments in our
environment shows that SysViz is able to achieve more than 99% accuracy of transaction
trace reconstruction for a 4-tier application even when the application is under a high
concurrent workload.
End-to-end transaction tracing in distributed systems has passed the research stage.
Research continues on how to best use the information provided by such tracing to diagnose
performance issues in the system.
4.3 Fine-Grained Load/Throughput Analysis
In this section, we first briefly show how our method detects transient bottlenecks in an
n-tier system using a simple example. The details of each part of our method are in the
following subsections.
Since a bottleneck in an n-tier system is the place where requests start to congest in





(a) MySQL load measured at every 50ms time
interval in a 12-second time period. Frequent
high peaks suggest that MySQL presents short-




(b) MySQL throughput measured at every
50ms time interval in the same 12-second time




(c) MySQL load vs. MySQL throughput in the
same 12-second time period as in Figure 34(a)
and 34(b); MySQL is temporarily congested
once the load exceeds N?.
Figure 34: Performance analysis of MySQL using fine-grained load and throughput at WL
7,000. Figure 34(a) and 34(b) show the MySQL load and throughput measured at the every
50ms time interval. Figure 34(c) is derived from 34(a) and 34(b); each point in Figure 34(c)
represents the MySQL load and throughput measured at the same 50ms time interval in
the 12-second experimental time period.
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frequently present short-term congestions. To achieve this goal, the first step of our method
is to measure a server’s load and throughput in continuous fine-grained time intervals. The
throughput of a server can be calculated by counting the number of completed requests in
the server in a fixed time interval, which can be 50ms, 100ms, or 1s. Load is the average
number of concurrent requests over the same time interval 2. Figure 34(a) and 34(b) shows
the MySQL load and throughput measured using a 50ms time interval over a 12-second time
period for the 1L/2S/1L/2S configuration case at WL 7,000 (See the case in Figure 31).
These two figures show that both the MySQL load and throughput fluctuate significantly,
which indicates that MySQL frequently presents short-term congestions.
To diagnose in which time intervals a server presents short-term congestion, we need to
correlate the server’s load and throughput as shown in Figure 34(c). This figure is derived
from Figure 34(a) and Figure 34(b); each point in Figure 34(c) represents the MySQL load
and throughput measured at the same 50ms time interval during the 12-second experimental
time period (i.e., in total 240 points). This figure shows a clear trend of load/throughput
correlation (main sequence curve), which is consistent with Denning et al.’s [34] operational
analysis result for the relationship between a server’s load and throughput. Specifically,
a server’s throughput increases as the load on the server increases until it reaches the
maximum throughput TPmax, which is determined by the average demand for the bottleneck
resource per job according to the Utilization Law. The congestion point N? is the minimum
load beyond which the server starts to congest.
OnceN? is determined, we can judge in which time intervals the MySQL tier is congested
based on the measured load. For example, Figure 34(c) highlights three points labeled 1,
2, and 3, each of which represents the load/throughput in a time interval that can match
back to Figure 34(a) and 34(b). Point 2 shows that the MySQL tier is congested in the
corresponding time interval because the load far exceeds N?. Point 3 shows that MySQL is
not congested due to the zero load. Point 1 also shows that the MySQL tier is not congested
because the corresponding load is less than N? though it generates high throughput.
2Given the precise arrival and departure timestamps of each request for a server monitored through
passive network tracing, the load and throughput of the server can be calculated at any given time interval,























Figure 35: Load calculation for a server based on the arrival/departure timestamps of
requests for the server
After we apply the above analysis to each component server of an n-tier system, we
can detect which servers have encountered frequent transient bottlenecks and cause the
wide-range response time variations of the system.
4.3.1 Load Calculation
For each server, our direct observables are the arriving (input) requests and departing
(output) responses with timestamps generated at microsecond ticks. At each tick, we know
how many requests have arrived, but not yet departed. This is the number of concurrent
requests being processed by the server. We define the server load as the average number of
concurrent requests over a time interval.
Figure 35 shows an example of load calculation for a server in two consecutive 100ms
time intervals. The upper part of this figure shows the arrival/departure timestamps of the
requests received by the server, which are collected through passive network tracing. Due to
the multi-threaded architecture, requests received by a server can be processed concurrently
as shown by the interleaved arrival/departure timestamps of different requests. The bottom
part of this figure shows the number of concurrent requests being processed by the server
at each moment; thus the average in each time interval can be calculated and used as the
















2 2 4Straightforward throughput
Figure 36: Load/throughput calculation with mix-class workload
4.3.2 Throughput Calculation
A straightforward approach to calculate throughput of a server in each time interval is to
count the number of finished requests during each time interval. This approach is reasonable
if a server processes only one class of requests because the same class of requests can be
assumed to have a similar amount of demand for the bottleneck resource of the server.
Thus, the throughput calculated in each time interval is comparable.
In typical applications including RUBBoS, the workload on a server is mixed with mul-
tiple classes of requests each having a different demand for the bottleneck resource of the
server. As the time interval length decreases (e.g. 50ms), the request-mix distribution
among time intervals becomes significantly different. Thus throughput values calculated
(using the straightforward way) in different time intervals are not directly comparable
because the requests that comprise the throughput may have different demands for the
bottleneck resource.
To calculate the throughput of a server under a mix-class workload, we apply a through-
put normalization technique which transforms different classes of completed requests into a
certain number of comparable work units. 3. We define a work unit as the greatest common
divisor among the service times from different classes of requests. Requests with a longer
service time can transform into a greater number of work units while those with shorter
3For mix-class workload, we assume the demand for the bottleneck resource of a server is proportional to
the service time of a request. This assumption is reasonable if a mix-class workload is one specific resource
intensive in a server (e.g., CPU). Then the service time can be approximated as CPU time.
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service times only transform into a smaller number. Since the normalized throughput in
each time interval only takes into account the transformed work units, throughputs from
different time intervals become comparable. This throughput normalization technique is
motivated by the request canonicalization and clustering as introduced in Barham et al.’s
Magpie [19].
Figure 36 shows an example of the load and throughput calculation under a mix with
two classes of requests: Req1 and Req2 with service time 30ms and 10ms respectively. The
time interval length is 100ms. We set the work unit size as 10ms, so then Req1 transforms
into 3 work units and Req2 transforms into 1 work unit. Thus, the server processes 6 work
units in TW0 and 4 in both TW1 and TW2. We can see that in these three time intervals
the normalized throughput has a strong positive correlation with the load, which means
the server is not saturated based on Utilization Law. On the other hand, the number of
completed requests (the straightforward throughput) has no correlation with the load in
this case.
Service time approximation: The service time approximation for each class of re-
quests is obtained using passive network tracing. Figure 33 shows the intra-node delay
(small boxes in the figure) of each individual request in each server, which can be treated
as the service time if there is no queuing effect. Thus, service time approximation for each
class of requests can be conducted online when the production system is under low workload
in order to mask out the queuing effects inside a server [76]. Since the service time of each
class of requests may drift over time (e.g., due to changes in the data selectivity) in real
applications, such service time approximations have to be recomputed accordingly.
4.3.2.1 Throughput Normalization Validation
Here we show our throughput/load correlation results for two types of single-class workloads
(browseStoriesBC and viewComments) and one mix-class workload (the original RUBBoS
Browse-only workload; mixed with eight single-class workloads) under 1M/2M/1M config-
uration (one Apache server, two Tomcat servers, and one MySQL server). Results for the
single-class workload are the baseline while the results for mix-class workload are used to
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Load vs. throughput (50ms)
(a) Single-class (BrowseStoriesBC), Tomcat
tier in WL 15400
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Queue length vs. 
throughput (50ms)
(b) Single-class (BrowseStoriesBC), MySQL
tier in WL 15400




















Load vs. throughput (50ms)
(c) Single-class (ViewComments), Tomcat tier
in WL 5400





















Queue length vs. 
throughput (50ms)
(d) Single-class (ViewComments), MySQL tier
in WL 5400




















Load vs. normalized 
throughput (50ms)
(e) Mix-class (eight transactions), Tomcat tier
in WL 5600






















Load  vs. 
normalized throughput 
(50ms)
(f) Mix-class (eight transactions), MySQL tier
in WL 5600
Figure 37: Load/throughput(50ms) correlation analysis for single-class and mix-class (orig-
inal RUBBoS Browse-only workload, including eight classes of transactions) workload under
1S/2S/1S configuration.
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validate the throughput normalization technique.
Figure 37(a) and 37(b) show the throughput/load correlation results of the Tomcat
tier and the MySQL tier for the single-class workload browseStoriesBC under workload
15,400 while Figure 37(c) and 37(d) for the single-class workload viewComments under
workload 5,400. We choose such specific workloads in order to show the transient saturation
frequently exhibited by the MySQL server. These figures show that the load and the
throughput(50ms) of both Tomcat and MySQL for a single-class workload clearly follow the
expected asymptotic saturation curve. We note that MySQL achieves different maximum
throughputs TPmax under different types of single-class workloads. This is because the
service times for different classes of requests in MySQL are different, which leads to different
demand for the bottleneck resource (e.g., CPU).
Figure 37(e) and 37(f) show the correlation between the load and the normalized
throughput(50ms) of Tomcat and MySQL under mix-class workload. These two figures
also show these two metrics for both Tomcat and MySQL clearly follows the asymptotic
saturation curve, which means the throughput normalization technique is able to capture
the difference among the mix-class workloads.
4.3.3 Congestion Point Determination
In our method N? is used to classify a server’s performance state in each time interval; how-
ever, the N? of a server is not known a priori because the value depends on many factors such
as the server’s hardware/software configuration and also the workload characteristics [81].
In practice we use a simple statistical intervention analysis [52] to approximate N?,
where the main idea of this analysis is to find the minimum load (N?) beyond which the
increments of throughput becomes negligible with further increment of load. Suppose the
load in a server varies between [Nmin, Nmax]; then we divide [Nmin, Nmax] into k even inter-
vals (e.g., k = 100) and calculate the average throughput in each load interval based on the
load/throughput samples we collected during the experimental period. Each load interval
and the corresponding average throughput is recorded as {〈ld1, tp1〉, 〈ld2, tp2〉, ..., 〈ldk, tpk〉},
where ld1 < ld2 < ... < ldk. Then the slope δi between every two consecutive load intervals
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can be calculated as Equation 1:
δi =

tp1/ ld1 : i = 1
tpi − tpi−1
ldi − ldi−1
: 1 < i ≤ k
(1)
tol ≤ δ − t(0.95,n0−1) ∗ s.d.{δ} (2)
δi should be nearly constant (e.g., δ0) when the server is not saturated and starts to lose
stability once the load exceeds N?. The right side of Equation 2 shows a simple heuristic
approximation for the lower bound of a ninety percent confidence interval of the sequence
{δ1, δ2, ..., δn0} 4, where 1 < n0 ≤ k. We approximate N? as ldn0 when the lower bound
of the variation of the sequence {δ1, δ2, ..., δn0} is below the pre-defined threshold tol (e.g.,
0.2δ0).
4.3.4 Impact of Monitoring Time Interval Length
Both too short and too long a time interval length have side-effects in detecting transient
bottlenecks of a server. Though a short time interval length can better capture the transient
variation of the load of a server, it decreases the precision of the throughput calculation due
to factors such as requests with a lifespan crossing consecutive time intervals or the errors
caused by throughput normalization. For example, the service time even for the same
class of requests varies in real applications (e.g., data selectivity changes). The average
service time for the same class of requests may not be representative during throughput
normalization due to too few requests completed in a small time interval. On the other
hand, though a longer time interval length can average out the service time variation for
the same class of requests, it may lose the ability to capture the short-term congestions of
a server.
Figure 38(a), 38(b), and 38(c) show the load/throughput correlation results of MySQL




i=1 δi and s.d.{δ} =
√∑n0
i=1(δi − δ)
2, which are the mean and the standard deviation of the





(a) Monitoring time interval length 20ms
























(c) Monitoring time interval length 1s
Figure 38: The impact of time interval length on load/throughput correlation analysis for
MySQL at WL 14,000. Subfigure (a) (b), and (c) are derived from the same 3-minute
experimental data; thus there are 9,000 points with 20ms time interval, 3,600 points with
50ms time interval, and 180 points with 1s time interval.
at workload 14,000 with 20ms, 50ms, and 1s time interval length, respectively. Compar-
ing these three figures we can see that too long a time interval length cannot capture the
load/throughput variations, thus losing the ability to detect transient bottlenecks (Fig-
ure 38(c)); too short a time interval length blurs the shape of the expected main sequence
curve due to the increased errors of normalized throughput (Figure 38(a)).
Note a proper time interval length for a server is workload dependent (e.g., depends
on the service time variation of each class of requests for the server). In general a proper
length should be small enough to capture the short-term congestions of a server. In the


















(c) Tomcat tier at WL 14,000
Figure 39: Fine-grained load/throughput(50ms) analysis for Tomcat as workload increases.
Subfigure 39(b) is derived from Subfigure 39(c), but with 3-minute experimental data.
Subfigure 39(b) shows that Tomcat frequently presents short-term congestion at WL 14,000.
choose a proper time interval length is part of our future research.
4.4 Evaluation
In this section we show two case studies of applying our method to detect transient bot-
tlenecks caused by factors at different levels (e.g., JVM GC at software level and Intel
SpeedStep at architecture level). For each case we also show a solution to resolve the
transient bottlenecks in the system.
4.4.1 Transient Bottlenecks Caused by JVM GC
The first case is the transient bottlenecks caused by frequent JVM GCs in Tomcat. In the
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(a) Tomcat load vs. Tomcat GC running ratio at WL











(b) Tomcat load and system response time in the same
time period as in (a); long queue in Tomcat leads to high
peak in response time.
Figure 40: Fine-grained analysis for the large response time fluctuations of the system at
WL 14,000. Figure 40(a) shows that frequent JVM GCs cause transient bottlenecks (long
queue) in Tomcat, which lead to large response time fluctuations as shown in Figure 40(b).
collector; the inefficiency of this garbage collector frequently causes transient bottlenecks
in Tomcat and results in significant fluctuations of system response time as we will show in
Figure 41(c).
Figure 39 shows the fine-grained load/throughput (50ms) analysis for Tomcat at WL
7,000 and 14,000 with the hardware configuration 1L/2S/1L/2S. Figure 39(a) shows that
Tomcat is not bottlenecked in most of the time intervals at WL 7,000 since only a few points
are right after N? derived from Figure 39(b). The interesting figure is Figure 39(b), which
shows that at WL 14,000 Tomcat frequently presents transient bottlenecks. In particular,
this figure shows there are many points when Tomcat has a high load but low or even zero
throughput (POI inside the rectangular area), which contradicts our expectation of the
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main sequence curve followed by a server’s load and throughput.
To illustrate when these POIs happen, Figure 39(c) shows the fine-grained timeline
analysis of Tomcat load and throughput in a 10s experimental period at WL 14,000. This
figure clearly shows in some time intervals the Tomcat load is high (e.g., the point labeled 4)
but the corresponding throughput is zero, which means that many requests are congested
in Tomcat but there are no output responses (throughput). In such time intervals, the
load/throughput pairs fall into the POI area as shown in Figure 39(b).
Our further analysis shows that the POIs are caused by JVM GCs that frequently stop
Tomcat. In this set of experiments, the JVM in Tomcat (JDK 1.5) uses a synchronous
garbage collector; it waits during the GC period and only starts processing requests after
the GC is finished. To confirm that JVM GCs cause the frequent transient bottlenecks
in Tomcat, Figure 40(a) shows the timeline graph which correlates the Java GC running
ratio 5 with the Tomcat load. This figure shows that the occurrence of Tomcat JVM GCs
have a strong positive correlation with the high peaks of load.
Figure 40(b) shows the correlation between the Tomcat load and the system response
time over the same 12-second time period as in Figure 40(a). This figure shows that these
two metrics positively correlate with each other, which suggests that the short-term con-
gestions (high load) in Tomcat cause the high peaks of system response time. Figure 40(a)
and 40(b) together show that frequent JVM GCs in Tomcat causes frequent short-term
congestions in Tomcat, which in turn cause the significant variations on system response
time.
4.4.2 Solution: Upgrade JDK Version in Tomcat
Once we detect the frequent transient bottlenecks in Tomcat, we can resolve such bottlenecks
by simply scaling-out/up the Tomcat tier since low utilization of Tomcat can reduce the
negative impact of JVM GC [78]. Here we illustrate a more economical way to solve the
problem by just upgrading the Tomcat JDK version from 1.5 to 1.6, which has more efficient
5Java GC running ratio means the percentage of time spent on Java GC in each monitoring time interval.





(a) Tomcat tier at WL 14,000 (JDK 1.6 in Toc-
mat)




















(b) System response time averaged in every 50ms
(JDK 1.6 in Tocmat)




















(c) System response time averaged in every 50ms
(JDK 1.5 in Tocmat)
Figure 41: Resolving transient bottlenecks by upgrading Tomcat JDK version from 1.5
to 1.6. Figure 41(a) shows that the frequent transient bottlenecks in Tomcat as shown in
Figure 39(b) are resolved. Thus, comparing Figure 41(b) and 41(c), the system response
time presents much less fluctuations.
garbage collectors6. The experimental configurations are kept the same as before except
the Tomcat JDK version.
Figure 41(a) shows the fine-grained load/throughput correlation analysis of Tomcat at
workload 14,000 after upgrading the Tomcat JDK version. This figure shows that Tomcat
no longer presents frequent transient bottlenecks compared to Figure 39(b). Specifically,
the POIs in Figure 39(b) do not appear in Figure 41(a), which means the Tomcat JVM
does not have long “freezing” periods after we upgrade the Tomcat JDK.
6JDK 1.6 uses garbage collection algorithms which support both parallel and concurrent garbage collection
while JDK 1.5 by default uses a serial, stop-the-world collector.
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Table 8: Partial P-states supported by the Xeon CPU of our machines
P-state P0 P1 P4 P5 P8
CPU clock [MHz] 2261 2128 1729 1596 1197
Figure 41(b) and 41(c) show the average system response time measured at every 50ms
time intervals in the 3-minute experimental period before and after we upgrade Tomcat
JDK version. These two figures show that the large response time fluctuations disappear
after the JDK version upgrade, which shows that the system performance becomes more
stable after we resolve the frequent transient bottlenecks in Tomcat.
4.4.3 Transient Bottlenecks Caused by Intel SpeedStep
The second case is the use of Intel SpeedStep technology which unintentionally causes
transient bottlenecks, leading to the wide-range response time variations as we showed
in Section 4.2.2. Intel SpeedStep allows the clock speed of a CPU to be dynamically
adjusted (to different P-states) based on the real-time computing demands on a server in
order to achieve a good balance between power usage and server performance; however, we
found that the Dell’s BIOS-level SpeedStep control algorithm cannot adjust the CPU clock
speed quickly enough to match the real-time workload once the workload becomes bursty;
the mismatch between CPU clock speed and real-time workload causes frequent transient
bottlenecks that lead to the long-tail response time distribution as shown in Figure 31(c).
We enable the Intel SpeedStep support for MySQL in the BIOS settings to illustrate
the mismatch problem. Table 8 shows a part of the P-states supported by our experimental
machine CPU. This table shows that the CPU clock speed of the lowest P-state (P8) is
nearly half of the highest P-state (P0). The experiments described here still keep the same
1L/2S/1L/2S configuration as in the previous sections with the only difference being the
change in BIOS settings. We note that in all of the previous experiments, we disable the
SpeedStep support in the BIOS settings of all our machines to simplify our analyses.
Figure 42 shows the fine-grained load/throughput analysis for MySQL at WL 8,000 and


















(c) MySQL tier at WL 10,000
Figure 42: Fine-grained load/throughput(50ms) analysis for MySQL when CPU SpeedStep
is enabled in MySQL. Figure 42(b) is derived from Figure 42(c), with 3-minute experimental
data. Figure 42(a) shows one throughput trend when MySQL is temporarily bottlenecked,
which indicates that MySQL chooses the lowest CPU clock speed when the workload is
low. Figure 42(b) shows three throughput trends, which indicates that MySQL alternates
among three CPU frequencies supported by Intel CPU SpeedStep as workload increases to
10,000.
variations at WL 8,000. Such variations are caused by the frequent transient bottlenecks
in MySQL as shown in Figure 42(a). The interesting observation in Figure 42(a) is that
though MySQL presents one main throughput trend (about 3700 req/s) when the load
exceeds N?, there are many points above the main throughput trend, which contradicts our
expectation of the shape of the main sequence curve. The comparison between Figure 42(a)
and 42(b) reveals the cause. Since workload 8000 is relatively low, MySQL prefers to stay
in P8-state in order to save power; however, MySQL is not responsive enough to scale-up to
higher P-states to handle peak request rates from the upstream tiers in the system and thus
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presents short-term congestions as shown in Figure 42(a). As workload increases to 10,000,
Figure 42(b) shows that MySQL throughput presents three clear trends (about 3700 req/s,
5000 req/s, and 7000 req/s) when the corresponding load exceeds N?, which indicates that
MySQL CPU alternates among three different P-states. For instance, the points labeled 5,
6, 7 show three time intervals when MySQL is temporarily congested but produces different
throughputs. Point 5 indicates that MySQL stays in the lowest P8-state, point 6 indicates
that MySQL stays in either P4- or P5-state, and point 7 indicates that MySQL stays in
P0-state.
To illustrate when the mismatch of CPU clock speed and the real-time load on MySQL
happens, Figure 42(c) shows the fine-grained MySQL load and throughput in a 10s experi-
mental period at WL 10,000. The points labeled 5, 6, 7 correspond to the highlighted points
in Figure 42(b), and show that in these three time intervals MySQL is temporarily con-
gested but generates different throughputs. This figure illustrates the time lag of MySQL
scaling-up to higher P-states, which causes frequent transient bottlenecks in MySQL.
4.4.4 Solution: Disable Intel SpeedStep in BIOS
Once detecting the frequent transient bottlenecks caused by the mismatch between CPU
clock speed and bursty workload, we can resolve such bottlenecks by disabling the SpeedStep
support in MySQL and let MySQL always stay in P0-state.
Figure 43 shows the fine-grained load/throughput analysis for MySQL at WL 8,000 and
10,000 after we disable the SpeedStep support in MySQL. Figure 43(a), 43(b) and 43(c)
match back to Figure 42(a), 42(b) and 42(c), respectively. Since MySQL CPU always stays
in P0-state, both Figure 43(a) and 43(b) show that MySQL only presents one through-
put trend when load exceeds N?. More importantly, Figure 43(a) and 43(b) show that
MySQL presents much less transient bottlenecks compared to the case shown in Figure 42(a)
and 42(b) at WL 8,000 and 10,000. Figure 43(c) also shows that MySQL load is below N?
most of the time at WL 10,000, which suggests more stable performance of the system
compared to Figure 42(c).
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Figure 43: Fine-grained load/throughput(50ms) analysis for MySQL when CPU Speed-
Step is disabled in MySQL. Since MySQL always chooses to stay in the maximum CPU
clock speed, the frequency of transient bottlenecks is significantly reduced by comparing
Figure 43(a) and 43(b) with Figure 42(a) and 42(b).
MySQL tier (add more nodes to the MySQL tier) or scale-up MySQL (switch to a more
powerful CPU).
4.5 Related Work
Techniques based on end-to-end request-flow tracing have been proposed in previous re-
search for performance anomaly diagnosis. Magpie [19] and Pinpoint [27] focus on identi-
fying anomalous requests that either have long response times or mutations of request-flow
path by finding rare paths that differ greatly from others. Pip [67] identifies anomalous
requests by comparing request-flows from actual behaviors and developer-expected behav-
iors. Spectroscope [70] proposes a similar monitoring infrastructure as Pip, but instead
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of comparing request-flows between actual behaviors and developer-expected behaviors, it
compares request-flows between “problem” periods and “non-problem” periods. Though de-
tecting anomalous requests gives very useful hints to diagnose performance problem, they
may fail to diagnose the root cause of anomalous requests in an n-tier system. A “anoma-
lous” request may be slow not because of its own behavior, but because other requests were
queued ahead of it [72, 78].
Analytical models have been proposed for bottleneck detection and performance pre-
diction of n-tier systems. Urgaonkar [77] present a flexible queuing model for an n-tier
application that determines how much resources to allocate to each tier of the application
for the target system response time; however, this model is based on Mean Value Analysis
(MVA), which has difficulties dealing with wide-range response time variations caused by
bursty workloads and transient bottlenecks in the system. Mi et al. [54] propose a more so-
phisticated analytical model that predicts system performance based on bursty workloads.
One challenge of this work is to precisely map the bursty characteristics of a workload to
the queuing model with multiple service rates for each queue in the system. As shown in
this paper, without fine-grained monitoring (sub-second level) granularity, the bursty char-
acteristics of a workload and the potential transient bottlenecks as a result can be largely
masked.
Software mis-configuration and failure detection of distributed system have been studied
in [16,17,59]. Attariyan et al. [16,17] present a tool that locates the root cause of configura-
tion errors by applying dynamic information flow analysis within a process (mainly) during
runtime. Oliveira et al. [59] propose a mistake-aware management framework for protect-
ing n-tier systems against operator mistakes by using the previous correct operations. All
these works differ from our work in that they focus on faulty/anomalous behavior of system
components rather than the performance problem.
4.6 Conclusion
We observed that the performance of an n-tier system may degrade significantly due to
transient bottlenecks in component servers in the system. We proposed a novel bottleneck
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detection method to detect these transient bottlenecks (Section 4.3), where the effective-
ness of our approach is validated through the two case studies in Section 4.4. We found
that transient bottlenecks can be caused by various factors at different levels of an n-tier
application; for instance, JVM GC at the software level (Section 4.4.1) and Intel SpeedStep
at the architecture level (Section 4.4.3). Solving these transient bottlenecks leads to signif-
icant performance improvements (Section 4.4.2 and 4.4.4). More generally, our work is an




REMEDIES FOR LATENCY LONG-TAIL AND TRANSIENT
BOTTLENECKS
In this chapter, we present a systematic discussion of both specific and general remedies
for reducing or avoiding the latency long-tail problem caused by transient bottlenecks.
Although some causes for the very long response time (VLRT) requests can be “fixed”
through some specific remedies (e.g., Java GC was streamlined from JVM 1.5 to 1.6), other
VLRT requests arise from statistical coincidences such as VM consolidation (a kind of noisy
neighbor problem) and cannot be easily “fixed”. Using transient bottlenecks, we discuss
the limitations of some potential solutions (e.g., making queues deeper through additional
soft resource allocations causes bufferbloat) and describe generic remedies to reduce or
bypass the queue amplification process (e.g., through the separation of short requests from
resource-intensive requests to reduce queuing of short requests), regardless of the origin of
transient bottlenecks.
5.1 Specific Solutions for Each Cause of VLRT Requests
5.1.1 Solutions for VLRT Requests Caused by Java GC
When Java GC was identified as a source of VLRT requests (see Section 3.3.1), one of the
first questions asked was whether we could apply a “bug fix” by changing the JVM 1.5
GC algorithm or implementation. Indeed this happened when JVM 1.6 replaced JVM 1.5.
The new GC implementation was about an order of magnitude less demanding of CPU
resources, and its impact became less noticeable at workloads studied in Section 4.4.2.
Another specific solution for Java GC is to restrict the number of processing threads in a
Java-based server to avoid frequency Java GC caused by high concurrency in the server. The
intuition behind this solution is that, given the same amount of workload, higher number
of processing threads consumes more memory in the server and thus leaves larger memory
footprint for garbage collection.
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(a) Approximately instant response time in
Apache web tier
















(b) Approximately instant response time in
Apache web tier















(c) JVM GC ratio on CJDBC, DBconn24 case















(d) JVM GC ratio on CJDBC, DBconn2 case
Figure 44: Response time stabilization by limiting the concurrency of the bottleneck tier
in the system with 1L/2L/1S/2L configuration. The system keeps the same workload 5600
for the DBconn24 case (see (a) and (c)) and the DBconn2 case (see (b) and (d)).
The effectiveness of this solution is illustrated in Figure 44. The configuration of the
system is 1L/2L/1S/2L (see Figure 1) where the CJDBC server CPU is the bottleneck of
the system. We tune the number of processing threads in CJDBC by choosing the number
of database connections in Tomcat. This is because each database connection in Tomcat
corresponds to one processing thread in CJDBC; each time a Tomcat server establishes a
connection to the CJDBC server, a thread is created by CJDBC to route the SQL queries
received from Tomcat to one of the underlying database servers. We compare the Java
GC activities and the end-to-end response time between two different number of database
connections in Tomcat: DBconn24 and DBconn2, when the system is at the same amount
of workload 5,400 clients. The CPU utilization can be find in Table 3.
Figure 44(a) and Figure 44(b) show the approximately instant end-to-end response time
for the DBconn24 case and the DBconn2 case under workload 5500, respectively. These two
figures show that the response time of the DBconn24 case exhibits much larger fluctuation
than that of the DBconn2 case. Figure 44(c) and Figure 44(d) show the corresponding
timeline graphs of JVM garbage collection ratio 1 in the CJDBC server for these two cases.
1JVM GC ratio means the ratio of JVM GC duration over each monitoring time window (e.g., 0.1 second).
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Since the DBconn2 case performs less Java GC than the DBconn24 case does, the response
time is more stable.
We note that limiting concurrency in the bottleneck tier is not always a good solution;
too low concurrency in the bottleneck tier may under-utilize the hardware resource in the
tier and degrade the overall system performance. A systematic way to choose a near-optimal
concurrency for each tier in the system is discussed in our previous research [81].
5.1.2 Solutions for VLRT Requests Caused by Anti-Synchrony from DVFS
DVFS causing VLRT requests is due to anti-synchrony between workload bursts and DVFS
power/speed adjustments (Section 3.3.2). We first use simulation to extend our experimen-
tal study and explore the impact of the default BIOS-level DVFS control (with a fixed-length
DVFS adjustment period 500ms) on the controlled workload with different oscillation cy-
cles. Then we show that the anti-synchrony could be avoided by changing (reducing) the
control loop to adjust CPU clock rate more often, and thus disrupt the anti-synchrony for
the default RUBBoS workload bursts.
5.1.2.1 Simulation Analysis of Anti-Synchrony between Workload and DVFS
Our study to quantify the impact (in terms of response time) for a given DVFS control
escapes the classic assumptions of control systems. For example, instead of a fixed input
workload model for which a control system can be designed with predictable maximum
impact, the workload can vary arbitrarily. Consequently, we use the detailed simulator to
find the maximum impact experimentally, which happens when the workload burst cycle
and DVFS adjustment period are anti-synchronous (similar in length but out of phase).
The first step in our study is the implementation of an extended RUBBoS workload
generator with fine-grain control over the period and intensity of bursty workloads [55]. The
result is a bursty workload generator with two modes (high and low, e.g., 12,000 and 4,000
clients), plus controllable cycles between these two modes to simulate different burstiness
levels in n-tier applications. A cycle consists of the generator running in one mode followed






























Workload oscillation cycle [s]
Figure 45: Simulation analysis of response time comparison among different workload
oscillation cycles.
by a switch and running in the other mode. The generator then switches back to the original
mode at the beginning of the next cycle. High burstiness is implemented as a short cycle and
a steady workload can be implemented as an infinite cycle. In our experiments, we maintain
the same average workload intensity level, e.g., 8,000 clients obtained by dividing the cycle
evenly into half high (12,000 clients) and half low (4,000 clients). The cycle length is varied
to generate different burstiness levels while maintaining the same workload intensity.
The high/low workload generator implementation enables a sensitivity study of response
time as a function of workload burstiness. Figure 45 shows the average response time
with DVFS-On with the same average workload intensity (8,000 clients) and high/low of
12,000/4,000 clients, but different workload burstiness cycles. The simulation data shows
the system response time degraded the most from cycle time of 0.5sec to 4sec. From the
control point of view, it is straightforward to explain the good response time for long cycles.
The DVFS adjustments at 0.5sec intervals seem to be sufficient in handling the workload
bursts that are longer than 4sec. Conversely, the very frequent cycles are also best handled
by relatively slow control adjustments, since their behavior becomes increasingly similar to
the average behavior at very high frequencies.
These conceptual explanations are confirmed by simulation data. Figure 46(a) shows the
workload with oscillation cycle 8sec and the CPU clock rate (in P-state). When the workload
intensity switches between high and low, the server takes two adjustment periods (about































(a) Workload with oscillation cycle 8s and server CPU P-state.
The adaptation delay of CPU clock rate happens when the



































(b) Strong correlation between response time with control
errors. The adaptation delay of CPU clock rate (see Fig-
ure 46(a)) causes large control errors, which in turn causes
high peaks of the response time in the server.
Figure 46: DVFS works well when the workload oscillation cycle is much longer than the
DVFS adaptation period. Figure 46(a) and 46(b) show that though the control error caused
by each adaptation delay of CPU clock rate is high, the frequency of adaptions is low.
time is relatively short and the system has a good match (high workload with high clock
rate, and low workload with low clock rate) most of the time (7 out of 8sec). We define the
queued requests in the server due to adaptation delay as control errors. The small error
due to adaptation delay is shown in Figure 46(b). At the beginning of each cycle (e.g., the
origin of the graph on the left), workload goes up to 12,000, causing a transient saturation
of CPU and increase in response time. The temporary Error is shown in the graph and
strongly correlated with the server response time increase. The saturation pushes DVFS to
increase CPU clock rate, fixing the problem for the remainder 7/8 of the cycle.
On the other end of the spectrum, when the workload oscillation cycle is much smaller,
the simulation confirms that the DVFS control period of 0.5sec works quite well, too.
Figure 48(a) shows workload cycles and response time when the workload oscillates at































(a) Workload with oscillation cycle 2s and server CPU P-state.



































(b) Frequent high peaks of control errors and server response
time due to the adaptation delay of CPU clock rate (see Fig-
ure 46(b))
Figure 47: DVFS causes the largest errors when the workload oscillation cycle is close
to the DVFS adaptation period. Figure 47(a) shows that the server CPU always stays in
the “wrong” P-state when the workload is high, thus the overall control errors reach the
maximum as shown in Figure 46(b).
workload cycles back to a “correct” rate before the CPU reacts. Each DVFS adjustment
(e.g., high clock rate) can match several periods of high workload rate before it switches to
a lower clock rate. This is reflected in the error graph (Figure 48(b)).
For control system experts, it is perhaps unsurprising that the largest Errors appear
when the workload oscillation cycles have lengths similar to the DVFS control cycle. This
happens in the middle of spectrum. Figure 47(b) shows the response time and Error
calculations for workload cycles at 2sec (the highest impact in Figure 45). The mismatch
between workload burst cycles and DVFS adjustment periods is called anti-synchrony in
analogy to anti-synchronous oscillatory systems. A concrete example shown in Figure 47(a)
is at timeline 31 (and 33) when the workload cycle goes high just as the CPU clock rate
has been slowed down.































(a) Workload with oscillation cycle 200ms and server CPU P-


































(b) No high peaks of control errors compared to Figure 46(b)
and 47(b), which leads to more stable response time.
Figure 48: DVFS works well when the workload oscillation cycle is much shorter than the
DVFS adaptation period. Figure 48(a) shows that the DVFS controller is more robust to the
noise of a rapidly changing workload due to the relatively large adjustment period(500ms),
which leads to much smaller accumulated errors and thus more stable response time as
shown in Figure 48(b).
that would achieve the theoretical maximum Error (i.e., exact anti-synchronous cycles
against the DVFS adjustment periods), which is an interesting exercise but beyond the
scope of this paper. In this study, we aim to find the upper bound for bursty workloads
that are reasonably regular and likely to happen in real world applications. We believe that
alternative bursty workload models would yield substantially similar experimental results
due to the necessary matching with the same DVFS adjustment periods.
5.1.2.2 Workload-Sensitive Adaptive Control
Since workload burst cycles may vary, any fixed-length DVFS adjustment period will remain
vulnerable to anti-synchrony. Consequently, a workload-sensitive adjustment method seems
a better solution. Direct observations of workload intensity is challenging in n-tier systems,


































Figure 49: Adjustment period variation in the adaptive controller when server is at work-
load 11,000.
choose to add a second level adaptive control on the DVFS itself.
Our design considers a classic (fixed-period) DVFS as the system to be controlled.
The main observable of interest is the CPU P-state switch. We consider the change from
P8 (slowest clock rate) to P0 (fastest clock rate) as an indication of confirmed workload
burst. More generally, the interval between consecutive such switches can be considered a
reasonable estimate of the workload burst cycle. For example, Figure 46(a) and Figure 47(a)
shows that the CPU switches from P8 to P0 (P4 in between) frequently and the period of
workload burst is every 8 seconds and 2 seconds, respectively. The second level controller
uses the observed workload burst cycle to predict the onset of next workload burst. Although
burst cycles may change over time, we assume that burst cycles can be estimated by a linear
function in the neighborhood of an operating point. We adopt a simple moving-average






The MA model assumes the short-term dependencies between successive burst cycles.
Bi+1 denotes the length of the next workload burst cycle. k refers to the previous k burst
cycles remembered: the larger the k, the more past P-state switches will be taken into
account. We estimated the model offline using least-squares based on methods in the
Matlab System ID Toolbox to fit the input-output data collected from simulation. The
model is evaluated using the r2 metrics defined in Matlab as a goodness-of-fit measure. In
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Control errors Response time
(b) Server response time and control errors of the adaptive con-
troller
Figure 50: Comparison between the adaptive DVFS controller and the original DVFS
controller. Figure 50(b) shows that the latter case is more effective to reduce the control
errors and stablize the server response time.
model. In our case, the r2 is 0.912, which indicates a good fit of the model.
Once we obtain the predicted workload burst cycle, we adjust the length of adjustment
period accordingly to reduce the DVFS negative impact. For example, we can set the length
of adjustment period to be proportionally smaller than the workload burst cycle as shown
in the following equation:
Ti =

Tlb if (Bi/n) < Tlb
Tub if (Bi/n) > Tub
Bi/n otherwise
(4)
Both Tlb and Tub are thresholds that prevent the new adjustment period to be either
too small (significant P-state switching overhead) or too large (significant performance
degradation caused by prediction error). n sets the distance between the workload burst



























































(c) Tomcat power consumption comparison
Figure 51: Comparison among three different DVFS policies in the context of n-tier appli-
cations. The adaptive DVFS controller achieves better balance between performance and
power usage than the other two.
in Figure 45, the larger distance is set between these two metrics, the better performance
of the system. A setting of 4-8 times larger would typically leads to fairly good results. In
our evaluation, we set Tlb, Tub, and n to be 50ms, 500ms, and 10. Thus, the burst cycle is
always 5 times larger than the adaptation period in our adaptive controller.
Figure 50 shows the effectiveness of the adaptive DVFS controller compared to the
original controller with fixed adjustment periods on a server at workload 11,000. Figure 49
shows that the length of the adaptation period varies over time due to the changes of the
workload bursty cycle in the adaptive controller case. Figure 50(b) shows the Error caused
by anti-synchrony between DVFS adjustment period and workload burst cycle. The server
response time (and Error) become smaller and more stable over time due to the workload-
sensitive adaptive changes of the DVFS adjustment period. Figure 50(a) shows high Error
and response time of the original DVFS controller compared to our two-level adaptive DVFS
controller.
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Figure 51 further shows the effectiveness of the adaptive DVFS controller in n-tier
applications. We apply the adaptive DVFS controller to the 4-tier system (see Figure 11)
in simulation. Figure 51(a) and 51(b) show that the adaptive DVFS controller achieves the
similar response time and throughput to the FullSpeed case on the entire workload range,
which suggests that the adaptive DVFS controller doesn’t cause significant performance
loss. Since in simulation we are unable to directly measure the power consumption of each
server, we adopt a simple model [43] to estimate the CPU power consumption as a function
of CPU P-state distribution and CPU utilization:
P = C ∗Ractive ∗ V 2 ∗ f + Pstatic (5)
Here, C is a constant related to the capacitance of transistor gates, Ractive is the CPU
utilization, V is the operating voltage, and f is the CPU frequency. From the specification
of the Xeon CPU model in our experiments we know the CPU frequency and voltage at each
P-state 2. To simplify the analysis, we denote C to be 1 and Pstatic to be 0 since we only
consider the CPU dynamic power consumption. Thus given the measured CPU utilization
and P-state of each server in simulation, we are able to estimate the power consumption of
each server at each workload.
Figure 51(c) shows the adaptive DVFS controller is able to save the similar amount of
power as the original DVFS controller does before workload 8,000 while it gradually merges
to the FullSpeed case as workload continue to increase. The width of each of the three lines
is proportional to the average CPU clock rate. Overall Figure 51 shows that the adaptive
DVFS controller achieves better balance between performance and power consumption than
the other two policies. Evaluating our solution in real implementation would naturally be
the future work of this paper.
As new sources of VLRT requests such as VM consolidation (Section 3.3.3) continue
to be discovered, and suggested by previous work [32, 58], the “bug fix” approach may be
useful for solving specific problems, but it probably would not scale, since it is a temporary
2E.g., 1.197 GHz/0.750V at P8-state, 2.26GHz/1.350V at P0-state
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remedy for each particular set of configurations with their matching set of workloads. As
workloads and system components (both hardware and software) evolve, VLRT requests
may arise again under a different set of configuration settings. It will be better to find a
more general approach to resolve entire classes of problems that cause VLRT requests.
5.2 Solutions for Transient Bottlenecks
We will discuss potential and general remedies using transient bottlenecks as a simple
model, regardless of what caused the VLRT requests (three very different causes of transient
bottlenecks were described in Section 3.3). For this discussion, a transient bottleneck is a
very short period of time (from tens to hundreds of milliseconds) during which the CPU
remains busy and thus continuously unavailable for lower priority threads and processes
at kernel, system, and user levels. The usefulness of the transient bottleneck model in
the identification of causes of VLRT requests has been demonstrated in Section 3.3, where
VLRT requests were associated with transient bottlenecks in three different system layers.
As we consider the design and evaluation of general remedies for transient bottlenecks,
the knowledge of the actual sources that caused the transient bottleneck is useful and
relevant, but not necessary. This observation is consistent with Dean’s paper on building
latency tail-tolerant systems [32]. Similarly, if a bottleneck becomes persistent (longer
than seconds), then it becomes a more traditional problem where traditional techniques
(admission control and load balancing) would apply. Therefore, we will focus on the middle
three steps of the micro-event analysis done in Section 3.3: retransmitted requests, queue
amplification, and transient bottlenecks.
In contrast to the effect-to-cause analysis in Section 3.3, the following discussion of
general remedies will follow the chronological order of events, where transient bottlenecks
happen first, causing queue amplification, and finally retransmitted VLRT requests. For
concreteness, we will use the RUBBoS n-tier application scenario; the discussion applies
equally well to other mutually-dependent distributed systems.
First, we will consider the disruption of transient bottleneck formation. From the de-
scription in Section 3.3, there are several very different sources of transient bottlenecks,
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including system software daemon processes (e.g., Java GC), predictable control system in-
terferences (e.g., DVFS), and unpredictable statistical interferences (e.g., VM co-location).
A general solution that is independent of any causes would have to wait for a transient bot-
tleneck to start, detect it, and then take remedial action to disrupt it. Given the short lifes-
pan of a transient bottleneck, its reliable detection becomes a significant challenge. Using a
control system terminology, if we trigger the detection too soon (e.g., after 1 millisecond of
saturation) we have fast but unstable response. Similarly, if we wait too long in the control
loop (e.g., tens of milliseconds), we may have more stable response but the damage caused
by transient bottleneck may have already been done. This argument does not prove that
the cause-agnostic detection and disruption of a transient bottleneck is impossible, but it
is a serious research challenge.
Second, we will consider the disruption of the queue amplification process. A frequently
asked question is whether lengthening the queues in servers (e.g., increasing TCP buffer
size or thread pool size in Apache and Tomcat) can disrupt the queue amplification pro-
cess. There are several reasons for large distributed systems to limit the depth of queues
in components. At the network level (e.g., TCP), large network buffer size causes prob-
lems such as bufferbloat [41], leading to long latency and poor system performance. At the
software systems level, over allocation of threads in web servers can cause significant over-
head [81,82], consuming critical bottleneck resources such as CPU and memory and degrade
system performance. Therefore, the queue lengths in servers should remain limited.
On the other hand, the necessity for limitation in server queues does not mean that
queue amplification is inevitable. An implicit assumption in queue amplification is the syn-
chronous request/response communication style in current n-tier system implementations
(e.g., with Apache and Tomcat). It is possible that asynchronous servers (e.g., nginx [6])
may behave differently, since it does not use threads to wait for responses and therefore
it may not propagate the queuing effect further upstream. This interesting area (changing
the architecture of n-tier systems to reduce mutual dependencies) is the subject of ongoing
active research.
Another set of alternative techniques have been suggested [32] to reduce or bypass
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queue-related blocking. An example is the creation of multiple classes of requests [78], with
a differentiated service scheduler to speed up the processing of short requests so they do
not have to wait for VLRT requests (see Section 5.2.1 for more details). A related idea is
to break heavier tasks into a sequence of small sub-tasks, which may benefit more from a
multi-class scheduler. Some applications allow semantics-dependent approaches to reduce
the latency long tail problem. For example, (read-only) web search queries can be sent to
redundant servers so VLRT requests would not affect all of the replicated queries. These
alternative techniques are also an area of active research.
Third, we will consider the disruption of retransmitted requests due to full queues in
servers. Of course, once a packet has been lost it is necessary to recover the information
through retransmission. Therefore, the question is about preventing packet loss. The var-
ious approaches to disrupt queue amplification, if successful, can also prevent packet loss
and retransmission. Therefore, we consider the discussion on disruption of queue amplifi-
cation to subsume the packet loss prevention problem. A related and positive development
is the change of the default TCP timeout period from 3 seconds to 1 second in the Linux
kernel [45].
Fourth, we return to the Gartner report on average data center utilization of 18% [74].
An empirically observed condition for the rise of transient bottlenecks is a moderate or
higher average CPU utilization. In our experiments, transient bottlenecks start to happen
at around 40% average CPU utilization. Therefore, we consider the reported low average
utilization as a practical (and expensive) method to avoid the transient bottleneck prob-
lem. Although more research is needed to confirm this conjecture, low CPU utilization
levels probably help prevent transient bottleneck formation as well as queue formation and
amplification.
5.2.1 Transaction Level Priority-Based Scheduling
Many previous research efforts [44,49,71] show that the performance of a single web server
can be dramatically improved via a kernel-level modification by changing the scheduling






















Figure 52: Illustration of applying CTP scheduling policy across tiers (only 2 servlets
shown).
scheduling. However, for more complex n-tier systems where a completion of a client trans-
action involves multiple interactions among tiers, the best OS level scheduling policy may
increase the overall transaction response time. This is because the operating system of
each individual server in an n-tier system cannot distinguish heavy transactions from light
transactions without application level knowledge. A transaction is heavier than the other
one may just because it involves more interactions among tiers than those of the other one,
while the processing time of each interaction may be even shorter than the counterpart
(See Figure 10). Thus, applying SJF scheduling policy to the operating system of each tier
may actually delay the processing of the application-level light transactions. Given such
observation, we propose the following transaction level priority-based scheduling:
We need to give higher priority to light transactions than heavy transactions to minimize
the total amount of waiting time in the whole n-tier system. We need to schedule transac-
tions in an upper tier which can distinguish light transactions from heavy transactions.
This solution is essentially an extension of applying the SJF scheduling policy in the
context of n-tier systems. Suppose the MySQL tier is the bottleneck tier; applying SJF
scheduling policy to MySQL through the kernel-level modification may not reduce the
overall system response time because MySQL cannot distinguish application level heavy
transactions and light transactions. Thus we need to schedule transactions in an upper tier
that can make such distinction in order to apply SJF scheduling policy properly in an n-tier
system. We define such scheduling as cross-tier-priority (CTP) based scheduling.
Figure 52 illustrates how to apply the CTP scheduling to a simple two-tier system. This
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(e) Approximately instant response Time for Sto-
ryOfTheDay requests in Apache web tier

















(f) Approximately instant response Time for Sto-
ryOfTheDay requests in Apache web tier
Figure 53: Response time stabilization by applying CTP scheduling in 1L/2L/1L configu-
ration in WL 5800.
figure shows only requests for two servlets (the RUBBoS browse-only workload consists of
requests for eight servlets): ViewStory (heavy) and StoryOfTheDay (light). Once ViewStory
requests and StoryOfTheDay requests reach the Tomcat App tier at the same time, we give
StoryOfTheDay requests higher priority to send queries to MySQL. In this case the waiting
time of the light StoryOfTheDay transactions can be reduced and the overall waiting time
for all transactions is reduced 3.
Figure 53 shows the response time stabilization by applying the CTP scheduling to a
three-tier system (1L/2L/1L with DBconn2) in workload 5800. Under this configuration, the
MySQL CPU is the bottleneck in the system. Figure 53(a) and 53(c) show the results of the
3Heavy transactions are only negligibly penalized or not penalized at all as a result of SJF-based schedul-
ing [44].
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original RUBBoS implementation (using the default OS level scheduling) and Figure 53(b)
and 53(d) show the results after the CTP scheduling is applied to the Tomcat App tier and
the MySQL DB tier (see Figure 52).
Figure 53(a) and Figure 53(b) show the number of concurrent requests in each tier of
the three-tier system for these two cases. Although in both cases the number of concurrent
requests in the MySQL tier is very small (around eight), the fluctuations of the number of
concurrent requests in the Tomcat App tier and the Apache web tier are much higher in
the original case than those in the CTP scheduling case. This is because in the original case
more light requests are queued in the upper tiers due to the increased waiting time of light
requests in the MySQL tier.
Figure 53(c) and Figure 53(d) show that the approximately instant response time in
the Apache web tier in the original case has much larger fluctuations than that in the CTP
scheduling case, which validates that CTP scheduling actually reduces the overall waiting
time of all transactions in the system. In fact the high peaks of response time in these two
figures perfectly matches the high peaks of the number of queued requests in upper tiers as




Latency has received increasing attention in the evaluation of quality of service provided
by computing clouds and data centers [15, 64, 69, 78, 80]. Specifically, the long-tail latency
is of particular concern for mission-critical web-facing applications [13, 14, 32, 49, 84]. On
the solution side, Dean et al. [32] described their efforts to mitigate tail latency in Google’s
interactive applications. These bypass techniques are effective in specific applications or
domains, contributing to an increasingly acute need to improve our understanding of the
general causes for the VLRT requests.
The potential causes for the performance problem of web applications have been studied
extensively in many previous research. Dean et al. [32] outlined several potential causes
for the tail latency problem of Google’s large scale interactive applications. Examples
include, but not limit to shared resources (such as CPU cores, processor caches) by different
applications running on top of the same set of machines, background daemons, maintenance
activities, and several hardware trends such as power limits for modern CPUs, garbage
collection for solid-state storage devices, and power-saving modes in many types of devices.
Software mis-configuration for the failure of distributed systems have been studied in [16,17,
59]. Workloads characteristics such as burstiness or request type mix-ratio for the impact
of system performance have been studied in [24, 30, 40, 46, 53, 55, 56, 73]. In addition, soft
resource (e.g., threads, database connections) allocation has been discussed as an important
source for unpredictable performance in [10,21,35,39,51,60,61,63,66,82,85].
Aggregated statistical analyses over fine-grained monitored data have been used to infer
the appearance and causes of long-tail latency [31, 49, 80]. Li et al. [49] measure and com-
pare the changes of latency distributions to study hardware, OS, and concurrency-model
induced causes of tail latency in typical web servers executing on multi-core machines. Wang
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et al. [80] propose a fine-grained correlation analysis between a server’s throughput and con-
current jobs in the server to infer the server’s real-time performance state. Cohen [31] use
a class of probabilistic models to correlate system-level metrics and threshold values with
high-level performance states. Our work leverages the fine-grain data, but we go further in
using micro-level timeline event analysis to link the various causes to VLRT requests.
Our work makes heavy use of data from fine-grained monitoring and profiling tools [4,7].
Related techniques have been proposed to help detect a performance problem and identify
symptoms associated with the problem [23,25,49,65,68]. For example, Collectl [4] provides
the ability to monitor a broad set of system level metrics such as CPU and I/O operations
at millisecond-level granularity. Chopstix [23] continuously collects profiles of low-level OS
events (e.g., scheduling, L2 cache misses, page allocation, locking) at the granularity of
executables, procedures and instruction. Li et al. [49] propose a fine-grained timestamping
technique to measure how much time a request spends in different parts of the server OS.
We use these tools when applicable.
Techniques based on end-to-end request-flow tracing have been proposed for performance
anomaly diagnosis [12,16,27,36,67,70], but usually for more stable and longer phenomena.
X-ray [16] instruments binaries as applications execute and uses dynamic information flow
tracking to estimate the likelihood that a block was executed due to each potential root
cause for the performance anomaly. Fay [36] provides dynamic tracing through use of run-
time instrumentation and distributed aggregation within machines and across clusters for
windows platform. Aguilera et al. [12] infer causal paths between component servers in
a distributed system and attribute delays to specific nodes. Pip [67] detects anomalous
requests by comparing request-flows from actual behaviors with developer-expected behav-
iors. Spectroscope [70] is similar to Pip, but Spectroscope compares request-flows between
“problem” periods and “non-problem” periods for identifying anomalous requests.
Analytical models have been proposed for performance analysis and prediction of n-tier
systems. Magpie [19] extracts the component control flow and resource consumption of
each request to build a workload model for performance prediction. Urgaonkar [77] present
a flexible queuing model for an n-tier application that determines how much resources to
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allocate to each tier of the application for the target system response time; Cohen [31]
use a class of probabilistic models to correlate system-level metrics and threshold values
with high-level performance states. Though they have been shown to be accurate when
the system resource utilization is low, they may fail when the system has latency long-tail
problem caused by frequent transient bottlenecks.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our research is motivated by the essential requirement of simultaneously achieving good
performance and high utilization for cost efficiency in cloud computing environments. High
utilization through virtualization and hardware resource sharing is critical for both cloud
providers and cloud consumers to reduce management and infrastructure costs (e.g., energy
cost, hardware cost) and increases cost-efficiency. For example, doubling the utilization of
a typical datacenter (currently 18% on average) may potentially double the total revenue
of the datacenter. Unfortunately, achieving good performance for web-facing applications
at high resource utilization remains an elusive goal. Both practitioners and researchers
have experienced the latency long-tail problem in clouds during periods of high utilization.
My research aims to achieve good performance of large scale web-facing applications (e.g.,
Google, Facebook, Amazon, etc.) running at high utilization.
Our research shows that transient bottlenecks are an important contributing factor to
the latency long-tail problem. Transient bottlenecks are bottlenecks with a short lifespan on
the order of tens of milliseconds. Though short-lived, transient bottleneck can cause a long-
tail response time distribution that spans a spectrum of 2 to 3 orders of magnitude, from tens
of milliseconds to tens of seconds, due to the queuing effect propagation and amplification
caused by complex inter-tier resource dependencies in the system (see Chapter 2).
Transient bottlenecks can arise from a wide range of factors at different system layers.
For example, we have identified transient bottlenecks caused by CPU DVFS control at the
architecture layer, Java garbage collection at the system software layer, and interferences
among virtual machines (VM) in VM consolidation at the VM layer. Applying a micro-
level event analysis on extensive experimental data collected from fine-grain monitoring
of n-tier application benchmarks, we demonstrate that the latency long tail problem is
explicitly linked to the three identified causes for transient bottlenecks. Specifically, the
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micro-level event analysis shows the VLRT requests are coincidental to transient bottlenecks
in various servers, which in turn amplify queuing in upstream servers, quickly leading to
TCP buffer overflow and request retransmission, causing VLRT requests of several seconds
(see Chapter 3).
We propose a novel bottleneck detection method transient bottleneck detection method
in Chapter 4, which is sensitive enough to detect transient bottlenecks at millisecond level
with negligible monitoring overhead. Our method uses a passive network tracing facil-
ity that timestamps all network packets going through an n-tier system at microsecond
granularity. By combining the fine-grained monitoring data and a sophisticated analytical
method to analyze monitoring data, we are able to detect and study transient bottlenecks
with duration as short as 50ms. There are two advantages of our method. The first one is
that it is completely independent of specific resource saturation measurements, thus tran-
sient bottlenecks with varied causes even in different system layers can be identified. The
second one is that the monitoring is mainly at the network switch which supports the port
mirroring function. Thus the performance overhead for the target runtime application is
negligible (assume the network switch is not the bottleneck).
We discuss several approaches to remedy the emergence of VLRT requests caused by
transient bottlenecks, including cause-specific “bug-fixes” and more general solutions to
reduce queuing based on the transient bottleneck model that will work regardless of the
origin of VLRT requests (Chapter 5). We believe that our study of transient bottlenecks
uncovered only the “tip of iceberg”. There are probably many other important causes of
transient bottlenecks such as background daemon processes that cause “multi-millisecond
hiccups” [32]. Our discussion in Section 3.4 suggests that the challenge to find effective
remedies for transient bottlenecks has only just begun.
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7.1 Future Work
7.1.1 Extension of Dissertation Work
In my dissertation I have introduced the transient bottlenecks caused by different factors
from different system layers. As we can see that the essential problem of a transient bot-
tleneck is the temporarily resource shortage (e.g., temporarily CPU saturation) during the
bottleneck period, which causes requests to queue in the bottlenecked server and potentially
in the upper tiers due to inter-tier resource dependencies. Thus a transient bottleneck can
be modeled as a temporary resource shortage that causes requests to queue in the system,
regardless of the root cause of the transient bottleneck. Then a natural question comes
after this observation: what exactly is the relationship between the duration of a transient
bottleneck and its negative impact on the end-to-end response time variations? This is an
important question since transient bottleneck is usually at the time scale of tens to few
hundreds of milliseconds, which is apparently too short for application level measurements
(often done at periods of multiple seconds) not to be taken into consideration when mea-
suring application level performance. Furthermore, even if two transient bottlenecks have
the same length, do they have the same negative impact on the end-to-end response time
if they occur in the servers from different tiers? If not, which tier is the most influential
tier for the entire system performance? I would expect the answer is non-trivial and highly
dependent on the workload characteristics (e.g., CPU or I/O intensive, or interaction ratio
among tiers). Overall, understanding and modeling the impact of transient bottlenecks on
the end-to-end response time can significantly improve our web application performance
management in the cloud.
Also the discussion in Section 3.4 suggests that the challenge to find effective remedies
for transient bottlenecks has only just begun. I would like to explore more cause-specific
remedies and general solutions, regardless of the origin of transient bottlenecks, to reduce
or avoid the latency long-tail problem.
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7.1.2 Looking Beyond: Autonomic Cloud Application Management
My final research goal is the autonomic management of applications in cloud environments,
encompassing application deployment, monitoring, evaluation, and evolving with the goal
of high performance and high utilization. Cloud applications may evolve frequently during
its lifetime due to changes such as increases in workload, feature enrichment, bug fixing,
and implementation of new functionalities. Current approaches to cloud application de-
ployment, monitoring, evaluation and reconfiguration are mostly done manually and the
process is time-consuming due to the complexity of each of these four phases. For example,
monitoring not only includes application level metrics (e.g., response time, throughput) and
system level metrics (e.g., CPU or I/O utilization), but also various event logs generated by
each component node of distributed systems. Some monitoring data, especially event logs,
are difficult to read and to analyze automatically due to their free form nature and lack of
inter-node references. I intend to develop a general usage model of the heterogeneous mon-
itoring data to facilitate the storing and analyzing the data. In addition, reconfiguration is
another challenge for autonomic system management since there may be thousands of tun-
ing knobs in a cloud application. In fact, misconfiguration is considered as one dominating
cause for application failures or poor performance. My previous research shows that many
tuning knobs in a distributed system are inter-dependent. I expect that it is possible to de-
velop intelligent techniques that extract the dependencies among various tuning knobs and
use it to facilitate the automatic reconfigurations. There are many other challenging prob-
lems towards autonomic cloud application management, such as performance prediction for
system reconfiguration and automatic bottleneck detection. I plan to conduct systematic
studies in these new areas.
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